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Á.-EST'R,ACT''

Intersymbol interference (ISI) occrlrs when a digiial sequence is transmitted

at a high rate over a bandlimited communication chanlel. Techniques for

combating ISI have been investigated actively for many years. Among them

the maxirnum likeühood sequence estimation using tlie Viterbi algorithm

(MLSE-VA) has superior detection performance. However the computation

and storage complexity of the Viterbi algorithm grou¡ exponentially with the

length of the channel memor)r, hence prevent it from real-time irnplementa-

tion for channels with memory of long, possibly infinite, length.

Sequential sequence estimation for channels with finite ISI and infinite ISI

is studied in this thesis. The estimator consists of a whitened matched filter

follorved by a sequential decoder. A key component of a sequential decoder

is a proper metric that a,ccounts for the unequal search depth. This metric

is derived for the ISI chanrrel. Analysis shows that the error probability

of the sequential estimator is asymptoticaliy maximum likelihood and its

computational cornplexity is essentially independent of the channel memory.

Thus this technique greatly reduces the computational complexity of MLSE-

VA while maintaining a detection performance which is essentially the same

as that of MLSE-VA. The important behavior of the sequential algorithm-

computational distribution is also analyzed and the important parameter

R.^p, computational cutoff rate, is related to the channel impulse resporì.se.



Extensive computer simulations were conducted for the evaluation of error

probability and computational distribution. Comparisons between analytical

predictions and simulation results rþ6s' good agreement.

Extensions to multiple channel systems with both ISI and iCi (inter-

channel interference), and to channels with coded input sequences, are also

studied in this thesis.
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ämËroducÉåora a.raC Backgrotrnd

Digital data communications play an increasingly important roie in this era of

inforrnation explosion. The widespread use of computers and other business

machines involves huge arnount of data exchange and constitutes a major

area of data communications. Digital techniques have also rapidlS' extended

into conventional analogue signal communications. Facing increasing trans-

mission rate and accuracy required by digitai communications, man has re-

sorted to not onl5' building more and better communication facilities, but

also to making more efficient use of existing communication equipment. Us-

ing voice grade telephone lines to transmit high-rate digital symbols and

recording data more densely on a magnetic tape are typical examples.

However, when transmitting high-speed data streams over band-limited

channels, intersymbol interference (ISI) occurs. The term ISI is used to de-

scribe the phenomenon that the received pulse is disturbed by the overlapping

in time of the adjacent pulses. In a high signal to noise ratio (SNR) channel



such as a telephone channel, where the SNR is usually above 28 dB [r], the

ISI rather than Gaussian noise becomes the predominant degrading factor.

Research on cornbatting ISI dates back to Nyquist. As background, a brief

review of techniques for combatting ISI is given below.

X..3. PAM l\¡Iodetr and Intersynebol Interfen-
eflce

ISI arises in all pulse-modulation systems, including pulse amplitude modu-

lation (PAM), frequency-shift keying (FSK), phase-shift keying (pSK) and

quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). Its effect, however, can be most

easily studied with a baseband PAM system. Fig.l.l (a) shows a generic

passband PAM system. The input data stream is modeled as an infinitely

long sequence of impulses spaced at T second intervals and with different

weight æ¡, where the z¿ are drawn from a finite alphabet {0,1,...,m-1}. The

impulse response of the transmitting fiiter determines the shape of the base-

band pulses at its output. Usually the transmitting filter is designed so

that its output baseband pulses have no intersymbol inte¡ference. The base-

band pulses are used to modulate a high frequencl' carrier cosust in orde¡

to be transmitted efficiently over a, particular physical channel. After mod-

ulation the signal spectrum is centred at u¡. The passband channel allows

the frequency components in the vicinitv of øs to pass and attenuates the

spectrum outside the bandu'idth. The channel introduces intersymbol inter-

10



Equivalent Baseband Channel

COS Ogt CoS ú)0t

T (co)

T (ot) C (co)

C (or)

(b)

H(ol) =T (ol)C (or)

(c)

Figure 1.1: PAM system: (a) passband PAM system, (b) equivalent baseband

PAM system, (c) Transmitting filter and baseband channel are lumped as

'channelt.

n(t )

11



ference rvhose extent depends upon the channei bandwidth. At ttre receiver

the passband signal is demodulated coherently by multiplving with cosust

and lowpass filtering.

For the purpose of ISI anaiysis, a passband PAM system can be repre-

sented by an equivalent baseband system, as shown in Fig. 1.1(b) and further

simplified as shown in Fig. 1.1(c). An additive white Gaussian noise z(t) is

included to reflect the cumulative effect of the noise sources whicli enter the

system at various points. The transmitting filter and the baseband channel

impulse responses are lumped as å(ú) : î-1ln@)], where -F-1 denotes the

inverse Fourier transform. Fig. 1.2 shorvs an example of h(t), where å.(ú) has

nonzero values at sampling points to ! kT , k : r,2, . . .. These are ISI terms.

The number of ISI terms (or alternatively called the length of ISI) could be

finite or infinite. When it is infinite, however, the number of those ISI terms

which have significant value usually is finite for practical channels. But the

finite lengtirs may vary widely. For instance, the length of ISI of a system

with duobinary signaling is 2, and the length of ISI of a medium-range (1g0

to 725 mile) telephone channel of the slvitched telecommunication network

is 20 to 30 transmission periods [2].

The received signal corrupted by ISi and noise is

r(t):lr¡"h(t - kn + n(t).
k

(1 1)

If r(t) is sampled at ts jj?, where ú¡ accounts for the channel delay and

12



Figure 1.2: An example of h(t) with ISI

0

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.3: Baseband spectrum shaping for zero ISI: (a) A spectrum with
odd symmetry, (b) Overiapped spectrum is flat: Nyquist criterion is satisfied.

L
T

13



sampler phase, then

,(to + jT) : æ¡h(ts) + | æ¡h(to-t jT - kT) -t n(to + jq. G.2)
k+i

The first term on the right side is the desired signal produced by the input

symbol at t : jT and the second term is the interference from adjacent

symbols. This term is nonzero unless å(t) is zeto at all the sampling instants

except at ú6.

Since the total ISI component of the received signal in a transmission

period T is the summation of a number of ISI terms due to adjacent input

symbols and the input symbols are random variables, ISI is also a random

variable. The probability distribution of the ISI, especially the limiting dis-

tribution when ä(t) is infinitely long, is important in determining the error

probabiiity of the receiver. One might think that the central-limit theorem

applies to this summation of large or infinite number of terms and that the

distribution is Gaussian. However, it Ìras been shown that the limiting prob-

ability density function might not even exist. Even if it does exist it will not

be Gaussian if å.(t) decays faster than 1/t, since the sumrnation is bounded.

For any practical channel impulse response the asymptotic decay must be

exponential [3].

This technique was first introduced by Nyquist ([4],1928) and is described in

many texts ([3],Lucky,1968; [5],Schwartz,1980). Denote the ove¡all impulse

L4



response of the cascade of the PAl\{ transmitter,channel and receiver as g(t).

To achieve compiete suppression of tlie ISI at any sampling instant, a neces-

sary and sufficient condition is that the frequency spectrum of the system,

namely G(u) = F[g(t)], satisfies the follou'ing Nyquist criterion,

/i Ð\\r.ù/

r¡'here G"r(r) is called the equivalent Nyquist bandwidth characteristic. It is

flat rvithin the frequency band defrned by the sampling rate. Any G(c,.') which

satisfies (1.3) is called a Nyquist characteristic, an example of whichis shown

in Fig. 1.3. When the bandu'idtli of G(ø) is less than r lT it is impossible to

satisfy (1.3). The only G(ø) which satisfies (i.3) and with a bandwidth equal

to rf T is the rectangular (ideal) characteristic, which is extremely sensitive

to perturbations in rate, timing, or channel characteristics. One class of

Nyquist characteristics which is less sensitive to these perturbations is the

raised-cosine characteristic. It is in fact just one example of a even larger

class of spectra whicir satisfies (1.3)-the spectra with odd symmetry about

u": TIT in amplitude and with zero (or linear) phase shift [5]. However

their bandwidths are larger tban r f T. GenerallS' speaking, the larger the

bandwidth of G(u), the less tire sensitivity to perturbations.

Schidrnan (161,1967) generalized Nyquist's work to the case of multiple

waveforms transmitted in a single channel. An optimum linear receiver

was found using a minimum mean squared error criterion under a gener-

alized Nyquist criterion which requires that the receiver suppress ali ISI and

G"n@): Ð G(u-l'fl: constant,lrl < i,À

15



crosstalk between the different rva,veforms

l-"& Fantial Response Techniques

In ihe 60's engineers began to realize thai deliberately introducing controlled

ISI, then eliminating the effect of the ISI by subtraction can reduce tire

sensitivity to perturbations and use the bandwidth of G(ø) more efficiently

. This technique is called partial response or correlative coding.

In 1964, Lender [7] suggested the duobinary technique which allows ole

ISI term, as shown in Fig. 7.4. The G(ø) is a cosine characteristic and

occupies oniy a n/Z bandwidth. At tlie receiver the ISI of previous input

symbol can be eliminated by subtraction if the previous input symbol is

detected correctl¡'. Horx'evet the incorrect detection of an input symbol leads

to error propagation. Lender [7] suggested a precoding scheme to avoid this.

The duobinary technique was iater generalized to the partial response

technique, by Lender ([8],1966) and Kretzmer (fg],1965;[10],1966), which al-

Iou's any number of ISI terms. Kretzmer tabulated and classified a number

of partial response systems [10].

Partial response signaling has more tolerance to perturbations, but due

to more signal levels to be distinguished a higher signal to noise ratio is

required for equal detection performance compared with ideal (rectangular)

binary signaling.

16



G(co) = zTcosl a

0

(a)

Figure 1.4: Duo-binary signaling:
term exists.

(a) Spectrum of the system, (b) One ISI
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3""4 T,ir¡ear Cptimal R,eceívers

Othe¡ than eitirer forcing the ISi l,o zero or introducing controlled ISI, many

investigators have approached the ISI problem from the point of vierv of

optimum estimation, under various criteria.

Tufts (111], 1965) jointly optimized the transmitter and receiver for the

minimum mean square error criterion. It was shown that the optimum re-

ceiver consists of a filter ma.tched to the received pulse foilowed by a iapped

delay line which is alternatively calied a linear equalizer or transversal fil-

ter. Aaron and Tufts ([12],1966) later showed that this structure also mini-

mizes average error probability which is a more meaningful measure of perfor-

mance. Yao ([fe],1972) also obtained a receive¡ structure for the minimum-

prob ability-of-error criterion.

All of the above mentioned optimum receivers have the same structure:

a ma'tched filter followed by a sampler and a transversal filter. Ericson

(l1a],1971; [15],1973) later showed that under very general conditions ald

performance criteria, this structure is always optimum.

Etten ([16],1975) extended the optimum iinear receiver for a single chan-

nel to multipie channels under both minimum error probability and zero-

forcing criterion. Again, the receiver's structure turned out to be a multiple

matched filter followed by a sampler and a multiple tapped delay line.

18



3."5 T,ír¡ear Eqtlaliøerg

Although the application of the transversal filter might seem a natural out-

growth of the optimization of the receiver structure, the practical application

of transversal fiiters to data transmission predates the availability of the the-

oretical results. The transversal filter rvas invented by Wiener and Lee in

1935 and first described in the literature by Kallman in 19a0 [3].

Fig. 1.5 is a linear transversal equaiizer fo¡ a channel with causal å(ú),

wlrere r'(t) : r(t) * lr(-t) is the output of the matched filier. Tap gain

settings c;,i : 0,1,..., ¡/ - 1 are chosen according to various criteria. To

achieve zero ISI (zero-forcing criterion) at sampling points, generally an infi-

nite number of the linear equalizer stages is needed, even for a channel with

finite ISL Therefore with a finite transversal equalizer ) z,ero ISI generally is

not achievable. Instead tap gain settings are usually chosen according to

minimum peak distortion criterion or minimum mean squared distortion cri-

terion [3]. In fact the minimum mean squared distortion equalizers are used

in most current higli-speed modems since tirey are more robust and have

bette¡ convergence properties for adjusting tap gain settings if an adaptive

scheme is incorporated.

The delay line taps can be spaced at an interval r < T (for instance,

r : T12) to form a fractional-spaced equalizer [17]. one important property

of a fractional-spaced equalizer is insensitivity of its performance to the choice

of sampler phase. Since the designer seldom has the exact knoli'ledge of

19



ro+kT

-)d
r'(t)

Figure 1.5: Linear transversal equalizer

Figure 1.6: Automatic adaptive equalrzer
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Generator
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channel characteristics and they may be time variable, an adaptive scheme

for adjusting the tap gain settings of tire transversal fi.lter is needed. This

techniqueis called automatic or adaptive equalization. Fig. 1.6 shows a block

diagram of an adaptive equalizer, where error signal e¿ is used to adjust tap

gains automatically. Before transmitting a message there is a training period

when the transmitter sen<is a symbol sequence identical to that produced by

the training signal generator. Tap gains are set duríng the training period

and adaptively adjusted further in the receiving period.

The pioneering work of Lucky (118],1965; [19],1966; [3],1968) iaid a sound

basis for tiris technique. He suggested several schernes for adjusting the set-

tings of the tapped delay line. The adaptive linear equalizer makes the theo-

retical results of iinear optimum filtering practical for implementation in com-

munication systems. Therefore the adaptive linear equalizer is widely used.

A review paper about adaptive equalization is given by Qureshi ([20],19s2).

Linear equalizers are simple to implement and analyze. Their major

disadvantage is noi,se enhancement, i.e., the noise variance at the output

of an equalizer is larger than that at the input. Suppose the input noise

variance is al. Then the output noise variance of the equalizer in Fig. 1.5 is

t3l
'¡v-1

o3:o?Ð"?
i=0

(1.4)

This implies that the output noise variance has a minimum value only when

tlrere is no ISI so that the tap gains are set to be 0, except co - 1. When the

2T



channel has severe ISi the equalizer may resuit in a large noise enhancernent.

L"6 Nonlinear R"eceivers

Nonlinear receivers have also been analyzed extensively and have been shown

to provide significant improvement of performance over the simpler linear

ones.

Decision feedback equalization (DFE), which is suboptimum, introduced

by Austin ([21],1967), is the simplest and earliest nonlinear receiver. FiS.

1.7 shows a DFE. If the past symbols are detected correctly then the ISI

effect caused by these symbols can be eliminated by subtracting appropriately

weighted values of the past symbols from the output of the linear equalizer,

which is the feed-forward part of the DFE. The tap gains of the forward and

feedback part may be chosen simultaneously to minimize the mean squared

error. An adaptive scheme was later added by Gorge,Bowen and Storey

(122],I97I) to improve the DFE.

\4/ith the same number of overall taps a decision feedback equalizer does

uot necessarily have better error probability than the linear equalizer. How-

ever, the DFE does have less noise enhancement tiran the linear equalizer

witlr tlre same error probability. The disadvantage of a DFE is erT.or" pî'op-

agati'on. That is, if an incorrect decision is fed back, it witl traverse the

feedback path to cause the next few decisions to be wrong. Fortunately, the

error propagation is not catastrophic, it vanishes after several transmission

22



periods.

Several other nonlinear receivers have been proposed. Abend and Fritch-

man (123],1970) developed a receiver for maximum a posteriori probability de-

cisions on a symbol-by-symbol basis. Nonlinear symbol-by-symbol receivers

have also been obtained by Gonsalves ([24],1968) using a maximum likeli-

hood criterion and by Ungerboeck ([25],1971) under a maximum a posteriori

probability criterion. Chang and Hancock ([26],i966) considering channels

with ISI over L transmission periods, developed a receiver that maximizes

ihe joint a posteriori probability of the L consecutive symbols on the basis

of the complete message received. The a posteriori probability is computed

by a sequential procedure.

These nonlinear teceit'ets have an intimidating complexity in their struc-

ture. Also their performance is difficult to analyze.

1 "'l lWaxirnu.nî LikeXihood Seqrlence Estírna-
tíon

All the aforementioned receivers, optimum or suboptirnum, linear or non-

linear, make decisions on a symbol-by-symbol basis except Chang and Han-

cock's detection which bases the decision on L consecutive symbols. The

idea that symbol decisions ought to be based on the entire received sequence

has long been considered, but the fact that straightforward likelihood calcula-

tions grow exponentially with message length has justified a retreat to simple

ÐtL.t



Figure 1.7: Decision feedback equaiizer
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symbol-by-symbol decisions. In 1967 Viterbi 127] invented a recursive nonlin-

ear processor, called the Viterbi algorithm (VA), for decoding convolutional

codes. Its applicability to partial-respon,se systems was noticed indepen-

dently by Omura (128],197i) and Kobayashi ([29],1971). Forney ([30],1972)

successfully applied VA to more general channels, i.e., channels with finite

ISI. He developed a maximum likelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) which

consists of a u'hitened matched filter (WMF) foliowed by a, \/iterbi proces-

sor. The whitened matched fi.lter has the form of a cascade of a matched

filter, a transmission rate sampler and a linear fiIter. This form is basically

consistent with the form of the general optimum linear receiver as discussed

above. It was shown [30] that the MLSE has an error performarìce superior

to conventional symbol-by-symbol decision receivers.

Forney's r¡'ork was extended by Etten ([31],1976) to the multiple channel

systems where ISI and interchannel interference (ICI) are present simulta-

neously. A vector Viterbi algorithm was developed to handle the vector

sequence estimation.

An adaptive N{SLE receiver was suggested by Magee and Proakis to cope

with the problem of slou'ly time-varying time dispersive channels([32],rg7g).

Acampora ([33],1976) and Viterbi and Omura ([34],1929) derived a MLSE

which consists of a matched filter (without whitening), a transmission rate

sampler and a Viterbi processor. Ungerboeck ([35] ,1974) also found tire same

structure.
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3."8 Redueed State ,&Xgorïthrns

Since the complexity of the \¡'iterbi algorithm grows exponentially with the

length of ISI, for the channels with many interfering terms, the implemen-

tation of the VA becomes impracticai. A great deal of effort has been made

to reduce the cornplexity while achieving nearly the same error probability

as MLSE. The common characteristic of these techniques is that they re-

duce the complexity by reducing the number of trellis states to rn'hich the

Viterbi algorithm is applied. One may generally refer to these techniques

as reduced-state \r-iterbi algorithms (RSVA). A variety of methods are used

in these RSVA's. Earlier researchers reduced the number of trellis states by

placing a prefiiter prior to a Viterbi estimator. Qureshi and Newhalt ([86],

1973) proposed a linear equalizer as the prefilter to reduce the channel mem-

orY to a shorter length, then the Viterbi estimator is applied. Faiconer and

Magee ([37], 1973) and Messerschmitt ([BB] , rg14) used the same structure

but optimized the channel irnpulse response shape for a given length under

several criteria. Lee and Hill ([39], 1975,140], lgZZ) shortened the channel

memory witir a decision feedback equalizer before applying the Viterbi algo-

rithm in an effort to avoid the noise enhancement introduced by the linear

equalizer. Other researchers v/ere interested in reducing the complexity by

searching only a small number of the most likely paths or states in the trellis

14r,42,43,44,451. The most recent development in this category is the scþeme

proposed by Eyuboglu and Qureshi ([46],1988). They used the vA with de-
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cision feedback to search a reduced- state subset trell'is which is constructed

using Ungerboeck-like set partitioning principles [a7]. Tiris technique is par-

ticularly useful for QAM modems which have a large size signal set, since

a large number of states still exist even if the channel memory length is re-

duced. When this technique is applied to a binary transmission, it becomes

the decision feedback sequence estimation (DFSE) proposed by Duel and

Heegard [48], where DFSE was extended to infi.nite state Markov channel.

Polydoros and Kazakos proposed a scheme called modified Viterbi algorithm

(M\iA) in an effort to solve the problem of sequence estimation for channels

rvith infinite ISI [49]. Seshadri and Anderson used the M-algorithm for ISI

channels [50,51]. The M-algorithm searc]res only M paths in the trellis, where

M is a number srnaller than the number of paths searched by the VA.

RSVA techniques have the advantages of retaining the structure of MLSE-

VA and reducing the computational complexity of MLSE-\/A to different

extents. However the price paid is the sa,crifice of optimality of the MLSE-

VA. For any specific RS\¡A technique the more the computational saving the

greater the degradation of detection performance. Therefore compromise has

to be rnade between detection performance and computational complexity.

3,.9 Sequ.ential Sequence Estirnation

As seen from above review, aithough the traditional methods of combatting

ISI are stiil used, researchers are actively seeking better ones. The interest
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has shifted from syrnbol-by-symbol detection to sequence estimation. For-

ney's maximum likelihood sequence estimation seems to provide an ultimate

solution to the ISI problem, but its compiexity grows exponentially with

the length of ISI. Reduced-state algorithms cut down the complexity, but

the performance degradation may be substantial if a dramatic reduction of

complexity is desired.

Now the follor¡'ing question arises: is it possible to frnd a receiver u,hich

can handle long ISI, even infinite ISI, with much less computational complex-

ity than MLSE-VA, rvhile its performance is essentially the same as that of

Ì\'fLSE-VA? The sequential algorithm (SA) for decoding convolutional codes

[52,53,54,55] may be a solution. Historically the sequential algorithm was the

first practical decoding technique for convolutional codes [52] and was the

only one until the \/iterbi algorithm. Due to the regularity of its decoding

procedure the VA has been widely used for decoding short-constraint-iength

convolutional codes. But the sequential algorithm is still attractive for de-

coding long-constraint-length convolutional codes since the SA's computa,-

tional complexity is ahnost independent of the code constraint length and its

detection performance is esseniially maximum likelihood [56]. The decoding

effort of SA, howevet, is a. random variable u'ith a Pareto distribution [SZ,SO].

Although nearly all received signal frames are decoded rvith very little com-

putation, making the average computational effort much less than that of

the VA, there is a small fraction of frames which need more computatiol,
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thus causing buffer ovelfl.ow (Fano algorithrn and stack algorithm) or stack

ovetflou' (stack algorithm only). This results in frame erasures of the received

sequence. To overcome this Chevillat and Costelio proposed the multiple-

stack algorithm (MSA)[58]. A backsearch limiting technique ma5, þ" incor-

porated into the Fano algorithm to prevent erasures. With these techniques,

the great majority of received frames are decoded very quickly according to

maximum likelihood criterion, while for those few frames which require exces-

sive searching, a good non-maximum-likelihood estimate is obtained. Thus

all received frames are completely decoded within a computational limit.

Since the ISI channel's memory cìraracteristic is equivalent to that of the

convolutional encoder, it appears natural to adopt the sequential algorithm

to the ISI channel, especially for channels with long memory. So far no full

investigation of this problem can be found in literature. Only a conference

proceeding abstract [59] described an application of a multiple-path single-

stack sequential algorithm to ISI channeis with finite memory. From the

abstract it is not clear what the receiver structure and metric of the SA

are. No mention is made of applying the SA to channels with infinite ISI, to

channels with coded input sequence or to multiple channels.

tr.X-0 Objectíve of this Study

The objective of this studv is to fuliy investigate the applicabitity of the

sequential algorithm to sequence estimation for ISI channels. The structure
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of the receiver using the sequential algorithm is io be studied. The error

probabiiity and computational complexity are to be analyzed and simulated

with computer. To assure a comprehensive applicability, the simulations are

planned for different representative channels. The results are to be compared

with Viterbi algorithm and selected reduced-state algorithms.

1-.L1- Outline of the Thesís

In Chapter 2, frrst the receiver structure to which the sequential algorithm

can be applied is derived for the PAM ISI channels. The metric, which is

essential to any sequential algorithm, is derived next. Then the results are

extended to channels r¡'ith infinite ISI. The problem of caiculation of the

metric and the factorization of the autocorrelation function of the channel,

which is important to the construction of the receiver, is discussed.

Chapter 3 is devoted to the analysis of error performance and compu-

tational complexity of the SA. Both analytical and simulation results are

presented.

In Chapter 4, the sequential sequence estimation is extended to multiple

channel systems.

Chapter 5 gives the conclusions and the recommendations for future

study.
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ChapËer 2

$eques:tåal Sequaeffice
trsÉimmatåo¡a f,or ãSg ChanmeLs

In tiris chapter the PAM channel model used in this study is introduced

first. Then the receiver structure i.e.,the whitened matched filter to which

the sequential algorithms are applied is described. Based on this receiver

structure the application of tire SA's to the output of the whitened matched

filter is discussed. Since detaiied descriptions for a variety of sequential algo-

rithms can be found in many textbooks and the literature[84,74,52,59,b4,b5],

the emphasis of tiris study is put on the special problems associated with

ISI channel. Particularly, the derivation and the calculation of the metric is

discussed in detail. The important extension from the finite ISI case to the

infinite ISI case is discussed. Factorization of the channel's autocorrelation

function, which is necessary to construct the whitening filter, is also studied

in this chapter.
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2"L Ck¡anneX lWodel and Wþritened Matched
F ilter

As pointed out in Section 1.1, although ISI arises in all pulse-modulation

svstems, such as PAM, FSK, PSK and QAM systems, its effect can be studied

most easily with a baseband PAM system. The simplified baseband pAM

model is shown in Fig.2.1. A sequence of data l¡æ¡6(t - kT),lc :0,I,...K,
wlrere K may be finite or infinite, is applied to the input, where æ6 is drawn

from a discrete fi.nite aiphabei {0,1,..., ,"-r}.The channel is characterized

by a finite impulse response h(t) or length L symbol intervals, i.e. ä(ú) : Q

ror t > LT and ¿ < 0. The response å.(ú) is assumed to be square-integrable,

llå.11, ê l* u,(t)or, < oo. (2 1)

The channel output

"(¿)

is corrupted by white Gaussian

ø2. The received signal is

K
:Ðæ¡"h(t-kT),

À=0

noise n(ú) of zero mean and spectral

(2.2)

density

r(t):s(t) +z(t). (2 3)

A whitened matched filter (WMF) is needed for the MLSE as developed

by Forney[30], and is also needed for sequential sequence estimation. A brief

discussion of the WMF is presented here.

To facilitate the discussion several definitions are used. First a D-transform

notation is used, which in fact is the well-known z-transform[81], wiih z-1
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replaced by symbol D. For example, the D-transform for the data sequence

frOrtIræ2r....., iS

"@) 
4 æs ! æ1D + æzDz+.......

All the properties of z-transform can be applied to D-transform provided

t"hat z-1 is replaced by D. Particularly, the D-transform of the convolution

of two sequences is the product of their D-transforms(convolution theorem).

Define the pulse autocorrelation coefficients of å.(ú) as

(2.4)

(2.5 )

(2.6 )

Rn2 f ¡:t¿(t)tl(t-kr)dt, lkl<L-I
I o, lkl> L

then the D-transform of A¡ is,

R@) 2 Ð arno.
k=-v

where u : L - 1 is called the span of h(t). R(D) is alternatively called

the pulse autocorrel.ation function (in D-transform) or (discrete) spectral

function of hQ).

The response å.(ú) may be regarded as a sequence of L chips å.¿(ú) ,0 <,i <

L - r, where h¿(t) is a function that is nonzero only over the intervai [0,T),

i.e.

h(t) : llo(t) + lrr(t - r) + .. + h,(t - "T). (2.7)

The chip D-transform of å.(ú) which is used later is therefore defined as

h@,t¡ 2
v

It,çtynt.
i=O

.tÐ
ùrJ

(2.8 )
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n(r)

Input
sequence

I "o¡(t-kr)k

Figure 2.1: PAM channel model

Figure 2.2: Root fistribution of a finite R(D)
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s(t)=I*ntr(r-kT) r(t)=s(t)+n(t)
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which is a polynomial in D of degree z with coefficients in the set of functions

over [0,T). with the above as background the whitened matched fiite¡ is

discussed next.

Since R(D) in eqn.(2.6) is finite wtth 2u f 1 nonzero terms, tL has 2u

complex roots. Further, since -R(D) :.R(D-l), the inverse g-t of any root

B is also a root of R(D), so the roots break up into z pairs. Then if Í,Q)
is any polynomial of degree z whose roots consist of one root from each pair

of roots of R(D), R(D) has the spectral factorization,

R(D) : r'(D)Í'(D-r) (2 e)

Fis. 2.2 shows a possible root distribution for a finite R(D) on a complex

D-plane. Compiex roots not on the unit circle are in gronps of four. Complex

roots on the unit circle are in pairs, but each root must be doublef6T]. Real

roots are in pairs. V/hen there are no unit ci¡cle ¡oots these roots can be

grouped such that all the roots inside the unit circle f.orm f'(D) and all the

roots outside the unit circle form f'(D-t) ot vice versa.

Eqn.(2.9) can be generalized slightly by letting l(D): D-f'(D) for any

integer delay n, then

R(D): r@)r@-').

Tlre signal in (2.2) can also be written as

K
s(t) : læotr{k)]t¡.

/c=0

(2 1o)
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where

¡{n)1t)2 rl(t_kr) (2.12)

Eqn.(2.11) shows that s(ú) can be expressed as a iinear combination of the

finite set of square-integrabie basis functtotm ¿(t")(t). In the detection of these

type of signals in white Gaussian noise, the outputs of a bank of matched

filters, one matched to each basis function, form a set of sufficient statistics

for estimating the coefficients[7l]. Thus the K * 1 quantities

ot"2 l*rt)Utt_ kT)dt,o<k<K (2.13)

form a set of sufrcient statistics for estimation of the æ¡.0 < k < K, where

K is finite or infinite. But these are simply the sampled outputs of a filter

h(-t) matched to lt(t).

Tlie D-transform of tlie matched filter output sequence is

K

"@)4 ÐonDo. (2.14)
lc= 0

Then

O,¡ :

:

:

l* "þ)n(t - kr)dt

l* ,tÐrtt - kr)dt

Ìr ræ

Ð I r¡h(t - jr)tl(t - kr)dt +
i=O ¿ -æ
K

| æ¡R¡-* * n'x.
j=o

(2.15)

a(D):æ(D)R(D)*n'(D).

óo

(2.16)



Hercn'(D) is zero-mean

c2R(D), since

colored Gaussian noise with autocorrelation function

E{n'¡n}} : E{n(t)n(r)}h(t - kT)h(r - jT)dtdr

o26(t - z) because n (ú) is

"'(D) can be expressed as

n'(D): n(D)f (D-1),

(2.17)

white and of strength ø2.

(2.18)

since n'(D) then has the autocorrelation function czf (D-\f @) : a2R(D)

and zero-mean Gaussian noise is entirely specified by its autocorrelation func-

tion. As a result, (2.16) can be written as

a(D) : nQ)r@)f (D-') + n(D)f (D-1). (2 1e)

obtainsThis suggests that by simply dividing out the factor /(D-1)one

"(D) =
f (D-,)
æ@)f @) + n(D)

where the noise n(D) ts whi,te.

Thus the overall ¡eceiver can

causality lr(-t) is delayed by LT.

filter.

(2.20)

Ët:
a2 Rn-j

where E{n(t)n(r)} :

The colored noise

be drawn as Fig.2.3 (a), where to assure

This cascade is called whitened rnatched

DNr T
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Figure 2.3: (a) Whitened matched fllter, (b) Sequential sequence estimator

xk-1 xk-z Xk-v+l

x(D)

fI0

Figure 2.4: Finite state machine model



If causality of the whitening fiiter is not of concern then ang spectral

ractoúzation of R(D) can be used to form a wh'itened matched filter u(-t)
whose time inverse has the chip D-transform

-(D,t): h(D,t)lf@) (2.2r)

The sampled outputs

r(t)u(t - kr)dt (2.22)

form a sequence

z(D): f@)æ(D)+n(D) (2.23)

in which n(D) is a white Gaussian noise sequence with spectral density

E{"'u]¡ : o2, and whicir is a set of sufficient statistics for estimation of the

input sequence *(D).

This implies that the reiationship between the channel input sequence

{z¡} and the sampled output sequence {z¡} of the whitened matched filter

-(-t) can be modelled as a finite state machine (FSM) as shown in Fig.2.4,

where

a(D) : r@)æ(D). (2.24)

But for an arb'itrary spectral factorization of R(D), the causality of the

whitening filter is not guaranteed. To actually realize -(-t), the factor-

ization of R(D) has to be such that the whitening frrter rlf(D-1)is stable

and causal, and preferably is real.

z¡ of u(-t)

,^: I:
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That /(Ð) and f (D-1) are real is guaranteed by the fact that E(D) is an

autocorrelation function [67] (Although the proof there is made for rational

R(D)' finite R(D) is just a special case). If all roots of B(D) are either inside

or outside the unit circle, there are two ways to get a causal stable whitening

fi.lter.

(1) Have f@-') contain ali the roots outside the unit circle. This is

possible since roots oî R(D) are in reciprocal pairs. Thus 1//(D-1) is stable.

Its implementation can be achieved by a feedback structure. Assume

l(D-') :/o*frD-l +...+ Í,D-". (2.25)

Tlren by multiplying both sides of reiation z(D)l@-t) : 
"(D) by D" , one

obtains

D"a(D): (loD" I hD"-r +... + Í")r(D)

The inverse D-transform gives

(2.26)

I

"*: ,(o¡-, - Íozx-, - ftzr-,+l - . ..- f,_r"o_r). (Z.ZT)

This equation can be implemented as a causal feedback filter as in Fig.2.b.

(2) The other way to implement the ',r'hiteni'g filter was suggested by

Forney. Factorize Æ(D) as

R(D): l.(D)Ï"(D-r), (2.28)

rvhere l"@) contains all the roots of R(D) outside the unit circle. This is

called a canonicalfactoñzaLion. Then choose the whitening filter as ofilS.
Thus,
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Figure 2.5: Implementation of the whitening filter ¡j=¡

1
flc,v

Figure 2.6: Implementation of the whitening fiJter 7¡=fiçf4
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a(D\
,-J"(Ð: æ(D)D" f.(D-') + n(n¡, Q.2s)

where

n(D):##Ð (230)

The autocorrelation function of n'(D) : D-" f"(D)"(D) ís a2R(D) and still

represents the colored Gaussian noise after the matched filter. A1l the roots

of f.(D) are also roots of D-" f .(D). Since the¡, ¿¡s outside the unit circle

the whitening filter is stable.

Again implementation of the filter is a feedback filter. Assume

f.@) : l",o * f.tD+ ... + f",,D". (2.31)

Then

a(D) : (f .,oD-" I f.tD-"+t + . , .* Í.,,)z(D). (2.g2)

Take the inverse D-transform, then

1zk: 
-(o.k - f",oz¡-, - f.Jz¡-u+7 - ...- f",,_t"u_r). (2.83)
J "''

This equation can be implemented as a feedback filter as in Fig.2.6, which

is causal. Comparing it io Fig.2.5, it can be seen that this canonical imple-

mentation is better since a z period delay is avoided.

Hou'ever it should be noticed that the output y(D) 1n this case is different

from that of the first case,

s(D) : D" Í"(D-')*@)
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Consequently the discrete time model is somewhat different, as showl in

Fis.2.7.

To make discussion easier yet without loss of generality, in the rest of

this studS', the rvhitening filter is always supposed robe rlf (D-t), hence the

discrete model is the model shown in Fig.2.4. It is also alternatively calied a

finite state machine.

In the time domain the outputs of the discrete model are

zk:Akln¡, (2 35)

r¡'here n¡ is a zero mean white Gaussian noise with spectral density c2 , and

yk : i f;æ¡-¿, (2 36)

where f¿,'i :0,1,.. .,1/ arett,. .o"m.ilr,r, o, f @) Note that this equation

reflects the effect of ISI on tire output signal.

In some contexts the channel itself is discrete time and such a model arises

directly. For example, in a partial response system the spectral shaping may

be achieved by passing the input sequence æ(D) through a discrete time filter

suclr as | - D to give the output g(D) : (t - D)æ(D). Tlien the finite state

maclrine model in Fig.2.4 is characterized by Í(D): I - D.

The statistical properties of Uk are of interest. Since æk_iti: 0,1, ... jt)
are discrete random variables, g¡is a discrete random variable as well. Since

g¡ is the function oÍ L r's, and each u can be one of m values in {0, I,2, . . . ,ffi-
1] independently, gk can be one of at most Q : mL distinct values. Denote
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Figure 2.7: Finite state maclline model for the canonical implementation of
the whitening filter

the set of these values as ) ê {br,br,...,bq}, e { *L. If æ6 is equallylikely

to take one of the r¿ elements in the input alphabet, and al.l the possible values

of g¡ are distinct, then g¡'s are also equally likely, wi|h Pr(gt": bi): Il*L,
j : L,2,. . .,mL. IngeneraJ, the probability distribution of y¡ can be d.enoted

as q(uk),where q(y¿) e q A {%,q2,...,Qq}, Q 1 rrL.

2"2 Seqr:.entíal Ðsti¡r¡ation and the Vletric

Based on the discrete model in Fig.2.4 Forney developed the MLSE by up-

plyrng the Viterbi algorithm to the sequence "(D). Instead of the Viterbi

estimator, a sequential estimator can be used, as shown in Fig. 2.8 (b).
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As is well known, sequential decoding is best depicted by a code tree.

For the ISI problem here, the input-output relationship of the finite state

machine model of Fig.2.4 may also be represented by a tree. Fig.2.8 gives

an example for a binary sequence and a channel of memor5, u : 2. Once

tire tree is establisired, the appiication of sequential algorithms, such as stack

algorithm and Fano algorithm, to the tree is straightforward and well knorqn.

Tirerefore the attention is focused on the problem of frnding a suitable metric

for the sequential algorithm.

The sequential algorithm is an efficient tree search procedure which at-

tempts to find the maximum likelihood path without examining too many

nodes. Since the algorithm explores paths to different depths in the tree, it

is necessarJ' to have a metric which would reflect the different path lengths

explored. This metric is developed irere for the ISI channel. The procedure

is essentialÌy that described by Massey [60] and as u'ill be seen the derived

metric can be interpreted as the Fano metric.

Consider the set {Xt,Xr, ...,X¡t} which represents all the possible input

sequences that correspond to all paths in the ISI tree that have been searched

by a sequential estimator. Denote the input sequence X¿ as

(2.37)

where z¿ is the number of input symbols. The corresponding output sequence

of the finite state machine model is
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y (0,0,0)
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y (1,0,1)
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xk =1

r

I
xk =0

Figure 2.8: ISI tree for a binary input sequence and a channel of memory
u :2. Note 3r : !(ænræ*-t¡æ¿-z).
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where y¡ is the weighted summation of contiguous L s¡'¡¡þols of X¿, as shown

in (2.36).

Now suppose that ly' : max{rLrtrLz,...,nu} and add a rand,orn tai.t to y¿

to form a sequence with a full length 1/

\' : lgt¡U2, -..rUn,rttrtz,...,tw-.,j : {\irTù, (2.3e )

where Tt : {tr,tz,...,tw-^,} is the random tail. Further assume lhat T¿

is selected statistically independently of Yj, and that the symbols in ?¿ are

selected independently according to the probability distribution q over the

finite discrete output set ). This assumption is made because even though

due to the memory effect of the finite state machine model the tail symbois

correspond to the head Y¿; without explori,ng the tree further, one may as

well assume tirat further symbols are selected randomly. This is a convenient

approximation which ignores the correlation between the tail and head. Tlie

same approximation was used by Massey to derive the Fano metric for decod-

ing convolutional codes. The simulation results show that the metric works

well. As a result,

Pr(r¿lY¿): Pr(Tt): 
tff' 

q(tk).
lc=7

The sufficient statistics for sequence estimation are the sarnpled outputs

of the whitened matched filter, as shown in equation (2.22). Let Z :

{"r,"r,.-.,2N}bethesuficientstatisticsequence. Thentheconditionalprob-

(2.40)
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ability densit5' of Z is

p(Zl\) : ftn-Q¡ - un) ff' o.ç', - t¡), (2.4r)
k:7 j=t

where p.(') is the noise probabitity density function, i.e.

..^ 1 ( æ2 1

P^\æ)= ã;'"et-r",] (2'42)

Note that the independence of the n¿'s is used in (2.4I).

The joint probability density of sending message X¿ (therefore receiving

Ii), adding the random tail T¿, and receiving Z can be written a,s

p(X¿,T¿, Z) : p(}j,T¿, Z),

: Pr(\j)Pr(Tt lY)p(Z lY,Tt),

: Pr(X¿)Pr(T¿)p(Z lY),
N-nl r\ N-nt: P¿ fI q(¿¡) fr.p^(ro - sÀ) lI n-(z¡ -t¡), (2.48)
j=7 À=1 j=I

where Pt : Pr(xr) is the probability of sending message sequence x¿ . sum-

ming over all possible random taiis, one obtains

p(x¿, z) : P¿ fr. o*þ* - yk)'ff' o,r"o), (2.44)
È=1 /c=1

where

p,(zk)ê ¡p^(zp-t¡)q(t¡) (2.45)
t¡

is the unconditional probability density induced on the sufficient statistics z

when the signal ú¡ is assumed to appear randomly according to q(t¡).
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The estimatio' rule is to choose the path d, r,r'hich maximizes p(Xt,Z)

or equivalently maximizes

P(x¿, 4l fr P,(z¡), (2.46)
È=1

since the denominator is independent of X¿.

Taking the logarithm (arbitrary base) and using (2.44), (2.45) yields

L(x,,n :îl^ro-?^,-!*)+1rogP,l, (2.47)
;a L p,lzk) nt " 'j ' \- -

which is the final statistic, called metric, to be maximized by the estimator.

For an equally likeiy m-aïy input sequence,P¿ : Ilrnn,, and L(Xt,Z)

becomes

L(x,,4:ä¡"r'lffP-'.*-] e48)

Eqn.(2.45) also can be expressed as

L(X,, Z) : i, L(sn, "n), (2.4g)

where

L(at",z*)ê log '"þ^'r- !ù -rogrn (2.50)
Pz\z¡ ¡

is called a brancir metric, corresponding to a branch in the ISI tree.

It is worthwhile to point out that the metric in (2.50) is actually a special

form of the Fano metric. Note that the branch met¡ic L(yr,z¡,) not only

depends on tire present input z¡, but also depends on the previous z input

symbols (eqn.(2.36)). In the sequential search process, 9¿ is calculated based
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on the tentative estimates of the previous z consecutive input symbols and

the present guess of æ¡, i.e.,

lk : fsn¡ I Íræ*-t I l'zãn-z + ... + l,ãr-,, (2.51)

wlrere ã¿,i 1k_ I, is a tentativeestimateoLæ¿, and æ¡ is assumed to be one

of the m alphabet elements. In the binary ca"se) æk is either 0 or 1.

To determine the metric (2.50) one must determine p,(zk). Computation

of p"þ¡) is discussed in Section 2.5.

2"3 Metrïc Ðerivation frorn ,ånother Foínt
of Víew

In this section it is shown that the finite state machine model in Fig.2.4 is

actually a special case of the encoder model used for deriving the ensemble

average performance for the sequential decoding of convolutional codes. The

encoder modei used by Viterbi and omura [Ba] is sirown in Fig. 2.g. Now

redraw Fig.2.4 as Fig.2.10. Apparently the tapped delay line in Fig.2.4 is

treated as a special convolutional encoder expressed as

u(D): G(D)æ(D) (2.52)
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vrhere

G@) 2 (2.53)

is the generator matrix in the D-transform. The encoder has a, one-dimensional

input sequence æ(D) and an L-dimensional output sequence

v(D) ê

u@)(D)
aG)(D)
,.4)@)

aQ)(D)

(2.54)

The summation part in Fig.2.4 now is considered as a mapping from vector

sequence u(D) to Q-ary sequence y(D), rnhere Q:m,L.It is easy to verif¡,

that

y(D) : f'v(D): (/0, f',..., f")v(D), (2.55 )

wlrere ' denotes transpose. This expression is equivalent to eqn.(2.24). Hav-

ing the model of Fig.2.10, the problem of applying sequential algorithms to

the output z(D) of the finite state machine becomes a problem of applying

sequential algorithms to tlie output of an AWGN channel with e-ary input

g(D), which is the output (through a one-to-one mapping) of a special convo-

lutional code. This interpretation first verifies that the metric of sequential

algorithms used for ISI channels should be the Fano metric as derived directly

1

D
D,

Dv
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by Massey's procedure (the previous section). Secondiy this interpretation

makes the ensemble performance analysis for sequential algorithms based on

the ensemble of time-varying convolutional codes[34] applicable here. This

is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

2"4 Extensíon to channels with lnfinite lsr
In the previous sections, the sequential algorithm was developed for chan-

nels with finite ISI. Although channels such as partial response channels do

have finite ISI, many practical channels, for instance, telephone lines and

magnetic recording channels have an infinite memory. Therefore estimation

algorithms fo¡ infinite impulse response (IIR) channels are of significance.

All of the reduced state algorithms except 148,49) mentioned in the intro-

duction cannot handle IIR channels accurately because they assume a finite

impulse response. Polydoros and Kazakos[a9] suggested a modified Viterbi

algorithm(MvA) for channels with rational f Q) Six years later Duel and

Heegard[48] developed a delayed decision feedback feedback sequence esti-

mator (DDFSE). To reduce complexity, the Viterbi algorithm only consid.ers

the first few terms of ISI, leaving the residual ISI terms to be carried along

with the path and recursiveiy updated by feedback. When the b¡anch metric

is calculated, the residual ISI terms are taken into account. Although Duel

and Heegard do not refer to [49], their schemeis a generalization of the MVA

in [49], with the advantage that DDFSE can deal with both finite and infinite
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ISI channels. However, the MVA and DDFSE are not maximum likelihood

since not all the ISI terms are treated by the original Viterbi algorithm.

In tiris section, it is shown that sequential algorithms can be applied

io IIR channels without any modification provided that the channel has a

rational /(Ð) (what type of channels have a rational Í(D) it discussed in

Section 2.6). Assume that å(ú) has infinite length, and is square-integrable.

The received signal s(ú) is still the linear combination of a fi.nite set of square-

integrable basis funct'oor ¿(l)(t) (See (2.12) for its definition.). Therefore the

sufficient statistics for estimation of the input sequence still may be obtained

from a filter matched to å.(ú). The output sequence of the matched filter is

still given by

a(D):æ(D)R(D)+n'(D). (2 56)

However the matched filter can only be approximately implemented, since

theoreticaily an accurate implementation requires infrnite delay.

Suppose the matched filter is implemented with enough delay, so that

the loss of optimality is negligible. Then the remaining problem is to find a

whitening filter. This is discussed belorv.

The sampled autocorrelation function orhþ) exists in the region (-*, *)
and is defined as

o- 2 l:hþ)h(t - kr)dt,k : o,+1,+2,.. .. (2.57)
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The D-transform of the -R¡'s is

æ

RQ) 2 I Rt"Dk,
L- ^^

a polynornial of infinite degree. In general R(D) might not have a closed form

expression. However for a rational channel, i.e., h(ú) tras a rational Laplace

transfo¡m H(t), R(D) is always rational and factorable[62], therefore

R(D): f@)r@-l) (2.5e)

where

( 2.58)

(2.60 )

The denominator D(D) and the numerator N(D) are finite real polynomials

of D. The argument in Section 2.2 about finite R(D) applies, i.e., the roots

are in reciprocal pairs. Therefore it is possible to group all tire roots of the

numerator of R@) outside the unit circle into 1/(D-1). Then the whitening

filter
1 : D(D-r)

rQ-' ) lrll-'; (2 61)

has all the poles outside the unit circle, and hence is stable. Further, factor-

izing this wa¡', /(D) and f (D-1) are also real [62].

Now suppose a real stable Í(D-r) is obtained. Then /(D) and f@-r)
can be always written as

Ðn¿=ou;Di
1 + Ðl=t a¿Pi'
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and

rQ-,)

r¡'Irere q < p. Consequently by

a@)lf @-1), one obtains

Ðl=o u;D-¿
1 + ÐI=t u;D-i1

taking the inverse D-transform of

(2 63)

z(D) :

r[ P q-7 I
zh : : lot"-n +)-rrou-n*, - | ujzt -s+jlu, l_ 7- j=o "")

Note that sincep - q > 0, hence k - q+ p > lc,the filter is n

must be introduced to a(D) in the filter for causality. Let

z(D\: Dp-qa(D)\ / 
f (D_r)

oucausal

(2.64)

Delay

(2.65 )

(2 67)

(2.68 )

version

concise

Taking

Then

zk:

Thus the whitening

causal. As a result

is

z(D): f,(D)æ(D)+n(D)

where

Í'(D): De-sf(D)

The output signal sequence is y'(D) : f ,(D)æ(D), which is a delayed

of y(D) : f (D)æ(D). The delay is ignored in order ro obtain a more

discrete model, yet without any effect on all tire subsequent results.

:1"--, +f ,,oo-,*o -f u¡zt"-q+¡l (2.66)unl 7=t 7, )
filter is implemented as shornn in Fig.2.11, which is

the output sequence of the whitening matched filter
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Figure 2.11: Whitening filter for the infinite ISI channel
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the inverse D-transform of y(D) one obtains

qP
yk : îtk * lu¿æ¡-r - ! u;gt"-;. (2.6e)

From this relation the discrete model for rational ISI cirannel-receiver cascade

is shown in Fig.2.12.

From this model it is seen lhat E¡is a function of the present øÀ, previous

g inputs îx¡-; and previous p outputs g¡-;. This relationship can also be

represented by a tree. Fig.2.13 gives an example for a binary sequence and

a channel with

f (D): T+qD
7l qD * u2Pz'

(2.70)

If one compa es this tree to the tree in Fig.2.8, one observes that the only

difference is the output on each branch. Realizing that the d.ata sequence

actuailS' is transmitted in frames, the infinite ISI affects the channel iike finite

ISI except that the affected length keeps increasing. It is always equal to the

data length, and the ISI component in each transmission interval comes from

ail the previous transmitted symbols. Therefore for the infinite ISI the metric

derivation follows the same steps as in the finite case, and same form of the

metric is obtained. That is, the branch metric for an equiprobable nz-ary

input is still given by (2.50) and p,(z¡) is still given by (2.a5). However g¡ is

recursively determined by (2.6g) instead of (2.86).
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Figure 2.12: Discrete time model for infinite ISI channel
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Y ,+ (1,1,V z,V r)
y2=y (7,7,y y0)

xk=1

xk=0

y1=y (1,0,0,0)

y (1,0,0,0)

y (0,1,y 1.0)

y (1,0,y 1,0)
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Y (I,7,y z,y t)

y (1,0,y z,yr)

0,1

Figure 2.13: Tree diagram for the infinite ISI ch¿nnel defined by (2.70). Note
! : a(ær,tk-t¡ak-t,9t -z)-

2.6 Calculation af p"(z¡,)

To apply the SA to both FIR and IIR channels, one must caJ.cnlate p"(26) as

shown in (2.a5). Note that the summation in (2.45) is over aJI possible values

of ú¡. In the metric derivation in Section 2.2, though the output symbols in

the random tail were denoted by ú¡ to distinguish them from symbols g¡

in the head, they have an identical probability distribution. The¡efo¡e the

summation in (2.a5) is actually over all possible val.ues of gj, i.e., the set

y â {br,br,...,be}, Q 1 *L.Thus, equation (2.4b) is rewritten as

a
p.(z¡):Ðn^çr-b¡)q¡

i=L
(2.7r)



2"5"3, p,("n) for F.IR. Channels

In this case) yk is a function of sequen ce {r¡, tk_r t . . . , íDk_v}. For an equiprob-

able rn-ary input, if there are Q : .,r7.L distinct elements b¡ € U, tirey are

equally likeiy. Thus

1 !: 
' - .*o { -Q-: !)') (2.T2)P,(z¡)

m'o 
¡="=t t/2ro ' t 2a2 ) \-"'

where b¡ can be determined quite easily from eqn.(2.36) for each possible

sequence {*u,*o-r,... jíLk-u}. Note that p.(z¡") isindependentof timeindex

k.

If there are less ihan Q : rrlL distinct elements b¡ e. l, this equation is

still valid provided that any b; which corresponds to n¡ > 1 different input

sequences {*o,ro-r¡...tæt"-u} is used n; times. In the rest of this thesis,

the calculation of p"(zn) over a set ) with nondistinct elements is always

interpreted in this way.

For short memory L, p.(rx) can be computed in real time by substituting

the specific value of e¿ into (2.72). \Ã¡hen /, is large, the case where the

application of the sequential estimator is of greatest interest, the computation

of p,(z¡") at each branch is time consuming. In this case one can compute

and store p"(zk) beforeirand and use a table lookup for real time sequential

estimation. Since the stored p"("x) can only be discrete, p.(z¡) obtained from

table lookup is an approximation though some kind of interpolation may be

used.
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2.5.2 p,(rr) for IIR Channels

In tlris case, although the channel ]ras infinite memory) Ut" is a fu¡ction of

the inpui sequence up to timek,i.e.,{æ¡,'.k_tt...,frt},, as calt be verified by

referring to eqn.(2.69). For an equiprobable m-ary input,
k_7

qfut") :'"1j rrç*u-,) : 4
i=o n'LÆ

(2.73)

Hence from eqn.(2.45)

r :t f þo-ó¡),ìp,(zn) : ----;- ) - _ exp ( -.-.-- -r¿\-rc'/ 
^o ?_, Jz"o "^t 

I - 2", I
(2 74)

Note tirai in co'trast to the case of FIR channels,p"(z¡) is not independent

of time index k, because there arc Q : rnk elements in ).
However, since any physical cirannel has an impulse response that decays,

the ISI terms far removed from present input e¿ would not have a significant

influence on the present output g¿. Therefore eqn. (2.24) can be evaluated

by replacing k with a, Ìarge enough constant tr- such that the accuracy of

p,(zn) is virtually the same when .L* is increased further. By doing so, the

problem of evaluating p,Q*) for IIR channels becomes the same as for FIR

channels, a:nd p,(z¡) is independent of time index k.

In both FIR and IIR cases, if. L or -L' is unacceptably large, the straight-

forrvard evaluation of p,Q¡) becomes impractical. To deal with this situation,

one would rather consider p.("u) as the convolution of the noise pdf p.(.) and

signal pdf qs(.) (if it exists),

p'("n): l:Pn(z¡ - ùqo(ùda.
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Only for a special channel is the limiting pdf qr(.) analyticaliy tractablef61],

namely, tÌre channel with l(D) : I+iD + #D, +...,. For this channel, g¡ :
Ðf=o f¿rt"-,. has an uniform pdf rvhen k -' oo. However, several numericai

estimation methods for qr(.) are available in the literaturef61,62,681.

2.6 FactorizatÍon of R(D)

As shown in Section 2.I, for finite å(ú) and hence finite R(D) factorization

is ahvays possible since it simply involves finding the roots of a finite poly-

nomial.

For infinite h(t), however, R(D) is an infinite polynomial and generally

it is not clear how to express it, if indeed it is possible to do so, as a ratio of

two finite polynomials. This probiem is studied in [62]. Here a brief reyieu,

is given below.

Theorem 2.1: If h(t) has a Laplace transform H(s) that is rati,onal and,

stable, then R(D) is ratàonal and can be factored.

In Chapter 4, this theorem is extended to the multiple channel system.

The complete proof for both theorems is given in Appendix B. The proof of

Theorem 2.1 was originally given in 16Z], though not for the most general

case.

Another important fact is that /(D) aluags has real coeffic,ients ,f R(D)

'is an autocorrelat'ion funct'ion i.e., R(ei.) / 0 for o,ng u.

This fact guarantees that the multiplication coefficients in the feedback
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filter model (Fig. 2.L2) arc all real, therefore the application of SA to the

model is feasible. Sometimes R(D) of an IIR channel has no closed form (e.g.

R(D) of the Lorentzian magnetic recording channel, which is discussed in the

next section.). In this case, truncation may be used to yield a finite Rr(D)

which approximates the original R(D) However, caution must be used to

ensure that the truncation results in avalid Rr(D),í.e., R7(ei.) > 0 for any

ø. Otlrerwise a complex /(D) may result. A safer method is to truncare h(t)

instead. This always gives a real f @) Or one can use a rational function

to approximate the infinite polynomial A(r) [68].

2"7 F{urnerical Examples: Char¡.nels Chosen
f,or Simutration

Through analysis and simulations, the SA's computational complexities and

error probabilities were examined at different signal-to-noise ratios (S¡/Â).

The ^9.¡1Ë used here is defined as the signal-to-noise ratio at the output

of the finite state machine model or feedback discrete filter model, i.e.,

5¡/AA "i -4lfYo'2 02 ) (2.76)

where øl is the input signal variance (-'- r)lrz. ll/ll, ir the squared

Euclidean norm o{ f (D) representing the energy in the unit sample response

r@)'

Ð¡::Ã0,
i=0

ll/ll'ê
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where z could be finite or infrnite.

Three channel models were chosen for analysis and computer simulations.

Channel model 1: partial response cha,nnel

A partial response channel with /(D) - 1 - D used bv Forney[30] was

chosen. This channel is already discrete, hence no whitened matched filter

and factorization of RQ) is needed. Despite the fact that there is no need to

apply the SA to this channel since MLSE-VA can handie the two-state trellis

easily, this channel was chosen to show that because of its good distance

dist¡ibution, simulated error performance agrees with the prediction ver5,

well (see Chapter 3).

Channel model 2: one-pole channel

The impulse response of the one-pole channel is

h(t):{u0",-*'l:3 Q78)

where a ) 0,ô > 0, It is chosen because it is a slowly deca,ying channel when

ø is smali, where the sequential algorithm can exhibit its potential advantage

for computational complexity.

The autocorrelation function of å.(ú) is

R¡: LAV"|, Q.7g)

where A - e-"7 I 7, T is the transmission period. In D-transform

_b2(r-A2) 1 1

2a l-AD7-AD-lR(D)
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The factorization of the

to make br(I - A2)lza:

R(D) is obvious. By choosing a proper constant

1, one obtains R(D) : Í(D)Í(D-]), with

Í(D): ¿^: 1 * AD + A2D2 +.... (2.81)

Thus taking the inverse D-transform of g(D) : f @)æ(D) : æ(D)lG - AD)

one has

uk -- æk i Ayçt. (2.92)

Eqn.(2.82) gives the recursive expression for updating the output signal y¡,,

r¡'hich is needed in calculating the branch metric (eqn.(2.50)).

For the purpose of comparison, the SA also was applied to the truncated

tQ),

Í(D):7+AD+A2D2 +...+ A'D", (2.g3)

lt'here u was chosen to have diferent values in the simulation. Values of /¡
for lr : 0,1,2,. . . , 13 are shown in Fig.2.14, where T : Il2a, A: e-I .

Channel model 3: magnetic record'ing chønnel

The impulse response of a saturation magnetic recording channel may be

taken to be f64l

h(t¡: s(t) - s(t - T), (2.84)

urhere

g(t): 
lt * (*)']-', -oo ( ú ( oo (2.85)

is called the Lorentzian function. 7 is a parameter, called the half width of

s(t), at which g(r): g(0)12
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The autocorrelation function of å.(t) is

z,,l--:---=----=--i I

Ln*(i) 
" 4+ef-4-ef] (286)

Let t: kT,lt - I,2,3,..., T : rll, / a small integer. Then the discrete

autocorrelation function -R¡ for recording period T : rlI js

D_q_trÍ-l , 1 1 Ll:Lk: ¿ri¿t L.., _ -_ __1v I (2.gT)

Ln* (f)' 4* (+)' 4+ ( , t t
To factor R(D), a closed rational form of it is needed. Unfortunately, the

closed form of R(D) couid not be found, if one exists. Therefore truncatio¡

either should be applied to R(D) or å.(ú). Truncation on å.(ú) is preferred in

the sense that the R(D) based on the truncated h(t) is always valid, therefore

a real /(D) is always obtainable, whereas the truncated, R(D) may not be

va,lid.

Tlre -R¿ for the truncated g(ú), hence truncated lt(t),is found to be

Rr :2Rt(k) - h(k + 1) - Ã'(k - 1), (2.88)

where

R (k): 'T ,--f\-'l 
4+(f)' l#'"

7+q2

r+(z-f)'

where g(t) is truncated so that 9(ú)

it is shown that when q : 10, the

than 0.7% of the g(i) truncated at

tan+T-1nta
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distance between the channel output sequences corresponding to any pair of

input sequences. d*¿n dominates the symbol error probability of a MLSE

receiver [30]. Since SA is essentially rnaximumlikelihood, choosing ? : 10 is

appropriate here. Note that if q -- oo, then eqn.(2.88) becomes eqn.(2.82).

/¡'s for r:70, /: 1 are shown in Fig.2.l5. They are the actual coefficients

used for simulation.
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Figure 2.74: f¡ of the one-pole channel
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Figure 2.15: f¡ of the Lorentzian channel
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CleapÉer &

Error Ferforffi?&.ffice aruC
C ormpråt at ïoraa.l C omsplexiÉy

In this chapter the SA's error performance and computational compiexity

are discussed first for the FIR channel, then the results are extended to the

IIR channel.

As discussed in Section 2.3, sequential sequence estimation for ISI chan-

nels can be viewed as a special case of sequential decoding for convolutional

codes. Therefore the well known ensemble aveïage performance bounds on

symbol error probability and computational compledty 156,34] are appli-

cable. But these bounds do not provide accurate performance evaiuation.

Bounds on them have been obtained [82] for specific convolutional codes over

a BSC. These bounds, howevet, are not applicable to sequential estimation

for ISI channels.

The results of error probability analysis by Forney [80] for the MLSE-\¡A

can be used for SA rvithout degradation in accuracy since the SA is essentially
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maximum likelihood. In Section 3.1 bounds on symbol error probability for

the MLSE-VA are presented and they are considered valid for the SA too.

The computational complexity evaluation is of particular importance.

This is accomplished using the ensembie average results as discussed in Sec-

tion 3.2.

The specific sequential algorithm cb.osen in the simulation is the multiple

stack algorithm (MSA) which can provide erasurefree decoding and better

computational distribution[58]. The features of MSA implementation and

simulation details are described in Section 3.3.

Finaliy in Section 3.4 the simulation results are presented. and compared.

to those of the MLSE-VA and the M-algorithm.

3.1- Syrnbol Error Probabitrity

Before expressions of symbol error probability are given, several relevant

definitions are presented Ìrere.

The z most recent inputs determine a state of the finite state machine

model in Fig. 2.4. Denote a state s¡c at any time k as

"¡ 
ê (*u-rrrk-zt... ¡æt"-r)¡

then the state sequence is defined as

(3 1)

"(r) 
4 

Ð"oDo.
k
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LeL û(D) and E(D) stand for the estimated input sequence and signal se-

quence. .Ln error euent t is said to extend from time Iq to le2 if the esti-

mated state sequence .ô(D) is equal to the correct state sequence s(D) at

times k1 and ß2, but nowhere in between. The Ìength of the error event is

A
TL = kz - lq - I. Clearly , ) u, with no upper bound. The,input error

sequence and signal error sequence associated with the error event are

e,(D) ! (*n, - ùt",)* (t¡,+r - ût r+r)D + . . . I (rt"r-,-t - ãkz-,-t)D--" (g.B)

,o(D) 4 (uo, - yt",) + (gn.,*r. - yt",+t)D + ... I (yn,-, - ar",-r)D^ (3 4)

Since u(D) : nQ)f @) anð y(D) : ¿@)f @), it foltows rhat

eo(D) : ¿,@)f (D). (3 5)

Tlre Euclidean weight d,'(t) of an error event is defi.ned as the energy in the

associated signal error sequence.

d}(s) ê ll',ll'
n

\- ê2

i=0

le,(D) R(D)t 
"( 

D-' )l¡=0. (3 6)

It also can be viewed as the squared Euclidean distance between the correct

signal sequence y(D) and an estimated signal sequence !(D) in which only

one error event t occurs. The number of symbol errors in the associated

input error seçluence is defined as the Hamming weight Wn(S) of the event,
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l.€.,

WHG) ^: norlzero coef ficients in e,(D). (g Z)

The upper bound of the symbol error probability of the MLSE-\¡A is

given by,

pr(e)< Ð al+l Ð rr/H(t) l¡¡ - _1"'ll (B B)
deD Lza J Føo L-ï rn I '

Wlrere D is ihe set of all possible d(t) and E¿ is the subset of error events

for wlrich d(t) : d AO is the error function

e@)2 # I,* "*o{ -+}*
An approximation of eqn.(8.8) is given by

Pr(e) = KzQ (*) ,

where

l*"o,I"+l (3 11)

This expression is obtained by simply ignoring all the terms in eqn.(B.g) ex-

cept those involving the minimum distancê d^in of d@). This approximation

is called an upper estimate. It was shown that the upper bound asymptoti-

cally tends to upper estimate when d goes to zero [66]. trrhen d,n¿n is much

smaller than the other d(t), rhe estimate is accurate. An example is the

partialresponse channel f@):1- D where d^in: {Z andd(t) > Zif
d(E) + J2 P0). However when d'n¿n is not much sma[er than other d(t),

the estimate can be quite poor. As pointed out by Lee and Hill [40], the

(3 e)

(3.10)

\-
ZJ

ê€8,
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simulation results of Prþ) of the MLSE-VA deviated from that predicated

by (3.10) for the truncated one-poie channel (tr : 3), especially at low .ç^/4.

The distance distributions of the one-pole channel and the Lorentzian

channel are listed in Table 3.1. They were obtained by inspection or computer

search. As can be seen from Table 3.1, the non-minimum distances for both

channeis are not ignorable. Therefore one rvould not be surprised to see fairly

Iarge deviations betu'een the upper estimate and the simuiation resuits at low

^91/Ã's.

Nevertheless eqn. (3.10) still has ¡eference value for the MLSE-\/A øs

well as the SA in terms of error performance prediction.

The lower bound of the symbol error probability of the MLSE-VA is given

by

where

Pr(e) 2 KoQ (*) ,

Koê t fi* l")
t€8, i=o rn

(3.12)

(3.13)

This i,s also a lower bound for the SA since SA is not better than MLSE-I\A

'in terms of error perform,ance. Comparing eqn.(3.13) with eqn.(3.11), we

can see that if Wø(t): 1 for all t € Ed,n;n, then Ko : Kz.

So far only the error performance of the estimator for the FIR cþannel

lras been considered. For an IIR channel, a finite input error sequence e,(D)

would cause an infinite output error sequence since eo(D): e,(D)f(D),

where /(D) is infinite. Except for this diference the entire argument in
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One-pole channel

(L=14)
Lorentzian channel
(T=t,tl=10)

dr=1.116=dmin

dz = L.258

dt = 7.414

d+ = 1.440

ds = 1.481

dt=1.747 =droi'

dz = L.387

d: = 1.405

dq = 1.441

ds = I.494

Table 3.1: Distance distributions of the one-pole channel and the Lorentzian
channel

Channels f@) = l-D One-pole Lorentzian

K6 2.0 0.5 1.0

K2 4.0 1.0 i.0

d-6 1.414 1.1 16 1.147

Lower bound zedm) O.sQ( 0.887 {sN-R-¡ Q({NR-)

Upper estimate 4Qñ) Q( 0.887 {NR-l Q({NR-)

Table 3.2: Pr(e) predictions of the three channels
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[30] starting from the concept of error event and ending with eqn.(3.10) and

(3.12) are the same for both FIR and IIR channels. Therefore eqns.(3.10)

and (3.12) are also valid for the IIR channel where d2^0. ts still defined as

minimum lle,(D)f (D)ll'?for the infinite f @) However the degree of e,(D)

should not be denoted by n - z since n and u are both infinite this time

and n - u ís undefined. It is better to denote the degree of e,(D) as z" and

rew¡ite (3.11) and (3.13) as

At\2 :
ê€

Ð
Eo*r,, l*"o,y^+l (3 14)

(3.15 )

and

Ko2 t rt*-þ'.'l
E€E¿ i-o Tn

These two equations then are valid for both FIR and IIR channels.

It shouid be pointed out that since the Viterbi algorithm can not be

applied to an IIR channel, the validation of above equations for IIR channel

has no practical meaning for the VA, whereas it is meaningful for the SA.

Consider now the three channels chosen for simulation. Fo¡ binary input,

d.*¿n of the partial response channel f @) : t - D corresponds to e"(D) :

+(1 + D + Dz +... + D'-t), n ) L,, and dzn;^: lllll, -- 2. d,^¿n of the

one-pole channel corresponds to e,(D) : t(1 - D), and if the channel is

truncated at v *1, then d'^¿^ : l& + Uo - lr),+... + (f,_r - f), + fj. Ler

L/ -+ æ) then the limit is the dlr. for the infinite one-pole channel. d,^¿,-lor

the Lorentzian channel corresponds to e,(D) - *1, and d!¿_: Il/llr.
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Parameters Ks, K2, d*in,lower bounds and upper estimates for the three

chosen channels for the MLSE-VA and SA were calculated. The5, ¿¡s listed in

Table 3.2 where the argument of Q(.) has been converted to SNR by referring

to eqn.(2.76). Note that the upper estimatefor the Lorentzian channelis the

same as the iower bound. This again is evidence that the upper estimate is

not very accurate in this case.

&"2 Cornpu.tatíonal Corrrplexíty

It is weli known that the ensembÌe average comput,ational distribution of the

SA for convolutional decoding is Paret o lg4,T4,5T,b6]. It follows immediately

from the argument of Section 2.3 that with the receiver structure of Fig. 2.3

the ensemble average computational distribution of the SA for ISI channels is

also Pareto. Here the ensemble is the set of all the 7f L time-uarying conuolu-

tional codes with constraint length u, of which the finite state machine model

is a member. (See Fig.2.i0). If one denotes the number of computations per

node as C, th.o the average probability distribution of the ensembie satisfies

[74]

P(C > //) = LN-P, 0 < p < * (3.16 )

wh.ere Â is a constant, whose value depends on the version of the SA. p is

related to the rate -R : r ln m by

R:Eo(P),0<R<c
p
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u¡lìere C is the cha'nel capacity. Eo(p) is the Gallager funciion [72].

where U e y : {ór ,,br,. . . ,bq} is the output signal of the '¡'hitened matched

fiiter with a discrete distribution q. Here the conditionai density of z is

Gaussian,

Eo(p) ê *å" Eo(p,q)

Eo(p,q) ê -r, l* lÐnt lrt"lùrrl'*' o,

petù:#.,.0{ ç#}

(3.18)

(3.1e)

(3.20)

For binary input output-symmetric channels, which include BSC and bi-

nary input AWGN channel, the maximizing distribution q is the uniform dis-

tribution 172,34). Finding the maximizing distribution in general is difficult

and must be performed numerically. Fortunately sínce Es(p, q) i. a convex

function, it is guaranteed that any steepest ascent algorithm converges to the

maximum. An iterative algorithm for computing muq Eo(p,q) for DMC has

been found by Arirnoto [83]. It is not clear whetlier the algorithm can be

adapted to discrete-time, continuous-amplitude channels, such as the AWGN

channel.

On the other irand, to verify or disprove an intuitive guess for the maxi-

mizing distribution, one can use the theorem by Gallager [22]:

Necessary and sufficient condát'ion on the distribution aector q wh'ich man-

'im'izes Eo(p,q), fo, p ) 0, i,s

Ð pQ I ù' t1+c) oç",q)o > Ð o(",q)'*o
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for all g e y, where

a(",q) : Ðqfu)p(zf s)r/(t+c)
v

(3.22)

Note that if the output alphabet z is continuous in amplitude, like the

case of this study, the only modification for the above theorem is to repiace

summations over z by integrations([72] ,p.322). Using this theorem it is easy

to verify that uniform distribution is the maximizing distribution for the BSC

and the binary input A\ ¡GN channel. Howeverfor a Q-ary (e >_ 2) input

AWGN channel (current case), it is shou,n that the uniform distribution is

not the maxirnizing distribution (see Appendix A).

An important parameter of sequential decoding is R"o o, carred com-

putatzonal cutoff rate. It is the rate above which the average number of

computations per node E{C} becomes unbounded[74].

R.o*r2 Eo(l) a m.rxE6(1,q). (3.23)

Again finding R.o*p involves maximizin g Eo(p,q). White it is possible to find

Rcmp numerically, a lower bound Rt.o p on R"o*o is easily found by replacing

the maximizing q with the uniform distribution q,, i.e.,

R'."*o2 Eo(1,g,) < Rcomp. (3.24)

To derive R'.o^p consider (3.19). Then

R'.o o ê Eo(r,q.)
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^æ f 1 

-1 

2: -'" J-*lT ä ln{"tÐ)

: 2rnQ-,' /- lf,oOtuSd æ 
l;=r

: 2InQ - ln(Q + 1)

dz

a
r\-,, L

i,j=7(i< j)

_t

)lp(z lb¿)p(z lb¡ dz

(3.25 )

where

r:2 É [*
.i,¡Jlça¡|r-*

Substitute (3.20) into (3.26) to obtain

ar:2 Ë "*o{-#ru,-t),}¿,i=r(;<j)

Now define the distance between any two signal points ó; and b¡ as

rnrn 12rnQ- t' 
fn 

*' 
,,,*n.r)' 

n ( ,å)]

dij:lbi-bjl (3.28)

then

R'.*, : Eo(I,q.)

t g ( d?,)1: 2LnQ-l"lQ+z f ""p{-#ll (8.2e)
I ¿,¡-fr.¡l - l. óo'))

Only uncoded data sequences are considered in this study. Thus the code

rate r: 1 and the rate in nats is -R : rlnrn:lnrn. The requirement that

p q R.o*n can be replaced by Ã < R'"".r, since .R!*, < R.o,no,i.e.,

(3.26)

(3.27)

p(z lb;)p(z lb¡)dz.
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This condition can be explicitly expressed in terms of the signai to noise ratio

defined in (2.76). Denote the ^91/Ã which equates (8.90) as sNR'.*o. o'e
then obtains the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1: If the SNR sat'isfi,es the Jollowi,ng cond,,it'ions

sNR> SNR',"o^p (3.31)

2rne-," [n É "*n i -o''tuÏ-.i,i.*,]l : ,"-, (8 32)
| ;,¡=t1;<¡¡ \ ,, ú ,, t J

then the aaerage computat'ions per node of the sequential sequence estimator

for ISI channel às bounded.

It is illustrative to examine S N R|o*p associated with each of the signal

sets that arise from the three types of channel used for simulation.(These

signal sets can be generated by other channels.) Fig.3.1-8.3 show how RL*.o

clranges witir ^9//R, where the input of the channel is binary (*:2). Each

S N R'"o*p is determined by the intersection of the curve R'"o*o and the hori-

zonta.IIine R!"" o: In2.

It is seen that R'.o*o changes considerably with S N R. But it does not

clrange dramatically v,'ith ,L. This is due to the fact that smaller dl¡'s domi-

nate the value of R!.",no (see 3.29). An increase in tr has no significant effect

on small dfr's rn'hen .L is large enough. One might recall that the SA's compu-

tational behavior is independent of the constraint length of the codes when

the SA is used for decoding convolutional codes. The reason that here R.or.o

is not completely independent of ISI iength -l is that the alphabet ) is
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determined by L. The output alphabet of a convolutional code is indepen-

dent of its constraint length.

To conclude the discussion on computational complexity the following

observations are made:

(1) SNR!"*p> SNR.o-p, thus for E{C} to be bounded, .ç¡,¡Ã need not

be larger than .91/-R'.*o. Io other words condition (3.31) is sufficient but not

necessary. However since Sl/Acomp cãrr not be found easily, SNRlo p is used

as an upper bound on S N R.o^r.

(2) It should be pointed out that above theorem is oniy true in the en-

semble sense. Thus for a specific ISI channel, although D can be found

and ^9Â¡.R'.*p can be calculated from (3.32), it is not guaranteed that if

.9¡/Ã

S N R'"o,oe is still valuable as an approximate indication of the lowest S N R

at which the SA will perform satisfactorily.

(3) For an IIR channel the computational behavior of the sequential esti-

mator can be thought as the limiting case of a finite ISI channel. Therefore

the computational distribution is stiil Pareto, and the Theorem 3.1 is still

valid for finding the ^9//R!"-p. But now Q --' oo. Therefore when calculating

SNR'.-np tlie limit must be taken in eqn.(3.32).
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q-D lVÏutrtiple Stacl< ,&lgoríthna and Sirnula-
tion

To verify applicability and performance prediction of the SA and also to

evaluate its performance more accurately, computer simuiations were done

for the three chosen channeis. For the purpose of comparison simulations

were also done for the Viterbi algoritirm and the M-aigorithm on tlie same

channels and for the same data sequences. Simulations were based directly on

the finite state machine rnodel (for FIR channels) and the feedback discrete

model (for IIR channels), without simulating the whitened matched filter of

the receiver, since the purpose of the simuiations is to examine the sequential

algorithm. Simulations were done on an Amdahl V7 main frame computer.

Tire ^91/B range used in the simulations was 4 to 12 dB, which represents

low to moderate signal to noise ratios. The channei input was a binary (0,1)

sequence with 512,000 bits, divided into 2000 frames of 256 bits with a tail of

L zeros. Although this tail reduced the effective data rate slightlS', it enabled

reinitialization after each frame and also increased the reliability of the last

fev'bits [55]. For the FIR cliannel L is the length of the ISI. For the IIR

channel L should be a large enough number to assure the feedback discrete

model is essentially reinitialized after inputting the tail.

The specific version of the SA used in the simulations was the multiple

stack algorithm (MSA). Fig. 3.4 is the flow chart of the MSA. A detailed

description of the MSA can be found in [58,70]. By referring to criteria
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TO PREVIOUS

STACK

Figure 3.4: Flow chart of the MSA
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and empirical parameters reported in [58,70] the parameters chosen for the

simulations are listed in Table 3.3.

lVhile straightforward ¡eordering of a stack is conceptuaily clear, it is not

actually done in practice since it is very time-consuming. Therefore the stack-

bucket algorithm was suggested [55], in which the contents of the stack are

not reordered after each node extension. But the disadvantage of the stack-

bucket aigorithm is that it is not aiways the best patir that gets extended due

to the quantization of the metric values of the paths[7a]. In the simulations

here, to ensure tlie best error performance, a search procedure rather than

stack-bucket scheme was used to avoid stack reordering. This method finds

the top entry, i.e., the entry with the largest metric, by comparing the metrics

of all the entries in the stack. Once the top entry has been located, the entry

is extended into two entries. One of them remains in tire place of the previous

top ent'ry u'ith one bit added and the path metric, path length clianged. The

other is placed in the first available empty entry of the stack if the stack is not

full, rn'ith oniy the last bit and metric different from the first one. If the stack

is fuli, according to MSA, the first 1ú7 paths are moved to the next stack.

Comparing this method to straightforward reordering a time saving factor

of about 100 was observed in the simulations. Although it may take a little

ionger than the stack-bucket algorithm, it gives the best error performance

for SSA or MSA. Moreover, it is also conceptually very simpie and easily

programmed.
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Number of bits of each entry 256

Number of entries of main stack 3000

Number of entries of high order stack 100

Number of high order stacks 15

Number of top entries to be transferred to

next stack when cu:rent stack is full
-f

The computationai limit beyond which the

aigorithm must terrninate
5000

Table 3.3: Parameters of the MSA

All the simulation programs, including MSA, VA and M-aigorithm and

other supporting programs, such as the program for computing p,(zn), were

written in FORTRAN. The description of the usage of a program is attached

at the beginning of the prograrn. They are listed in a separate manual.

&"4 Siwrutration Results and Comparísom.

The simulations yielded the following results and observations:

(1) S,4 suffers no error performønce d,egradati,on with respect to MLSE-

VA.

Fig. 3.5 shows Pr(e) simulation results for channel modei 1. The simu-

lated Pr(e) of MSA and VA are essentially the same, and both are within
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the range deiimited by upper estimate and lower bound. This is due to the

fact tirat channel model 1 has a good distance distribution, as pointed out

previously.

Performance of the truncated one-pole channel (L:3) in Fig. 3.6 gives

further evidence, where simulation results of MSA again agree with the re-

sults of MLSE-VA very weli. One can see the deviation of the simulation

results from the upper estirnate. This is due to the poor accuracy of the

upper estimate of Pr(e) for this channei.

(2) sA has the capability to handle long memory channel and euen i,nf,nite

rnernory channel.

Simulation results for the infinite ISI one-pole channel are shown in Fig.

3.7. The results for the original one-pole channel (Z : -) and the truncated

channel (¿ > 10) coincide with each other. Again, there appears to be a

degradation from the upper estimate. However as pointed out before this is

due to the poor accuracy of the upper estimate. It is asserted with confrdence

tlrat if vA were simulated (it is too time-consurning with L > rc to be

simuiated), the Pr(e) wouid be essentially the same as MSA.

However wlien ¿ < 10 there is noticeable degradation of Pr(e) compared

to L ) 10, especially at higher ^9//Ã. This is due to the fact that ISI terms

dominate Pr(e) at higher S N R whereas noise dominates Pr(e) at lower

.t¡/Ã. In Fig. 3.7 results of MSA and VA for L:6 are plotted. Therefore

truncating the channel response to a length which is manageable by VA,
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say, L:6, would result in performance degradation as well as an increase in

computational complexity compared with the SA.

Further for the IIR one-pole channel at each node extension, g¡ : æx *
Agx-, is computed. whereas for the truncated one-pole channel, Ar : D,!__ot f;r¡"_¿,

(¿ > 10) must be computed. Although the time consumed in computiog gn

is onl¡' a small fraction of the entire time used by SA, nevertheless applying

SA to original IIR channei does save time and gives a better error perfor-

mance. The price paid is a sma1l increase in the tength of the stack entries

that store the E¡'s (only g¡_1 here).

on the other hand, if the channel is a multiple-pole channel, the compu-

tations of E¡ for the original IIR channel may be more than that for the

truncated channel (see eqn.(2 69)) In this case, preference should be given

to the iatter.

Fig. 3.8 gives the results for the magnetic recording channel. This serves

as an exampie of applying SA to a non-conventional communication channel.

Again the error performance of the SA and vA are almost identical.

(3) Computationøl compler,i,ty of SA is much less than that of VA.

Tabie 3.4 gives the average number of computations performed for decod-

ing each symbol by the MSA and vA, where in order to apply the vA, the

one-pole channel was truncated to L:10.

Almost no back sea¡ches by the MSA were seen for .g¡/R > 10d8. The

reason the average computation is 1.06 instead of 1 is that the tail (1a bits)
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SNR MSA VA ( L:10 )

4dB

6dB

8dB

10 dB

12 dB

14.16

3.63

r.20

1.06

1.06

512

572

512

512

512

Table 3.4: Comparison of computations for decoding each input symbol be-

trveen the MSA and the VA (one-pole channel)

added to each frame increases the average computation slightly.

From the table a large computation saving is observed, ranging from 34 to

487, depending on the signal to noise ratio. However note that the definition

of a computation is a node extension. The MSA and \tA use different amounts

of time for a node extension. The operations needed for each computation

in the MSA are more complicated and consume more time. According to

[70], where the MSA and VA were implemented with software on a ZllogZ-

80 microcomputer, the stack creation/ordering/deletion operation of a node

extension of the MSA is about 10 times slower than the add/compare/select

operation of a node extension of the VA. If this number is taken as the

approrimate speed ratio, a time saving factor ranging from 3.4 to 48.7 is

obtained for the one-pole channel. Similar time savings are observed in
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SNR
Average CPU-time used for one symbol

Ratio
MSA VA

4dB

6dB

8dB

10 dB

12 dB

0.154 sec.

0.041 sec.

0.008 sec.

0.007 sec.

0.007 sec.

0.281 sec.

0.281 sec.

0.281 sec.

0.281 sec.

0.281 sec.

r.82

6.80

35.1

42.6

42.6

Tabie 3.5: CPU-time comparison between the MSA and the VA

the simulations as shown in Table 3.5, where the CPU time to decode each

bit with the MSA and VA are given along with the ¡atios. It is seen that

the time saving ratios range from 1.82 to 42.6. Signal to noise ratios are

usually higher than 12 dB in data transmission by voice grade telephone

lines and in magnetic recording channels. In these cases, one can expect to

have one to two orders of time saving. With the SA one can increase the

data rate to the limit where Pr(e) is permissible without worrying about the

processing speed. Whereas with a VA one can only increase the data rate to

the computational compiexity limit.

(4) C omp utational distribution

Fig.3.9 and 3.10 show the simulation results for the computational distri-

bution of the MSA. Since the MSA seldom used the higher order stacks at
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^9¡/A - 6 dB, the distribution is approximately Pareto. When SNR - 4 dB,

the MSA used the higher order stacks frequently, the distribution is basically

exponential. These results agree u'ith the anaJysis presented before.

(5) 1úo erz.sures 'in the simulations for S N R > 4 dB

With the selection of the MSA parameters listed in Table 3.3, no frame

erasures were observed in the simulations over the 4-I2 dB range for all three

channels.

For a SNR < 4 dB, however, stack overflows occurred. In this case

the MSA decoder took the uncompleted path with the largest metric as the

estimate. Surprisingly the Pr(e) did not increase noticeabiy, i.e., the overflow

is not catastrophic. Perhaps tiris is due to the fact that the decoding of the

frame was close to the end and the Pr(e) is so high at this .9¡/Â that a guess

of the undecoded part of the frame did not introduce many more error bits

than a decoded one.

Referring to Fig.3.1-Fig.3.3 it is seen that the S N RLo p of each simulated

channel is around 7 dB. This fact indicates that working under 7db the SA

would probably encounter a large computation load. This value of S N R!"*o

is 3 dB away from 4 dB below which the simulation suffered stack overflows.

Again it should be reiterated that the 5//Ã!*o (or SNR"onp if it could be

found) is the ensemble average, thus it is only a rough indication for a specific

ISI channel.

(6) Compari,son with M-algoràthm
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There are two ways to compare computational complexity of the MSA

with the MA. The first way is to compare them for same the Pr(e). This

is simple. Since the MSA essentially achieves tire same Pr(e) of the VA,

in general, the computational complexity of the MA must be very close to

that of the VA for same Pr(e) of the MSA. It was seen in the simulations

that this is particularly true for higher ^5¡/Ã (8-12 dB). However for lower

^ç¡/Ê (4 and 6 dB), the Pr(e) of the MA almost reaches that of the MSA

with M : 32 instead of 512 for the one-pole channel (L:10), for which the

VA must keep 512 survivors all the time. The explanation is that at lower

SNR the noise instead of the ISi tail dominates the Pr(e). Therefore the

fact that some paths with minimum metric in the ISI trellis are ignored by

the M-algorithm does not introduce significant degradation.

The second way is to compare the Pr(e) of the MSA with that of the

MA at the same decoding throughput. Multiplying the number in Table

3.4 with the speed factor 10, it is seen that the MA should have M:12 for

SNR: 8,10,12 dB, and M - 37,148 for .9¡/Ã : 6,4 dB. However it is

seen from simuiation results that increasing M beyond 32 does not improve

Pr(e) noticeably for ,91/Â : 4,6 dB. Thus the comparison is made based on

M : L2 for Sl/,R:8,10,12 dB and M:32 for SNR:4,6 dB. Since the

one-pole channel is infinite in length, the M-algorithm may be designed for

the originai infinite channel or for a truncated one. Truncation was made in

the simulations. Of course the truncation length L must be long enough. But
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it is seen from the simulation that L shouid not be too long. The simulation

results are shown in Fig.3.i1. Compared to the MSA, if the M-algorithm is

designed for L :6, for the same decoding throughput it suffers degradation

of 3.0, 1.5 and 1.0 dB at 51/A :12,10, and 8 dB respectively and almost

no degradation at SNR < 6 dB. For -ú - 10, the degradation is larger.

The explanation may be as follows. ü¡hen L increases the channel is more

accurately approximated. This leads to some gain in error performance. But

the number of states in the trellis becomes larger when L increases. The

fixed number of the paths kept by the M-algorithm thus becomes relatively

smaller, causing a loss in error performance. These two effects offset each

other. Therefore there should be an optimum L for a specific infinite channel.

From the simulation it is seen that both the error performance for .t : 5 and

L = 7 are worse than that for L :6. Thus the optimum L for the one-pole

channel is 6.

(7) Storage comparison

To fairly conÌpare complexity the storage requirement of each algorithm

should be discussed. The storage requirements of MSA, VA and MA in the

simulations are shown in Table 3.6, where the storages of VA and MA could

be about 5 times smailer in real-life situation since only about 5.L : 50 bits

instead of 256 bits of each survivor need to be kept during decoding. From

Tabie 3.6 it is seen that to achieve the same Pr(e) the SA requires larger

storage than the VA at low 51{,R, but less storage at higtr S N R, with much
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SNR
MSA VA

ft bytes)
MA

(k bytes)
stack entries k bytes

4dB

6dB

8dB

10 dB

T2 dB

4500

1200

700

320

300

r52

4t

24

11

10

25

25

25

25

25

1.6 (M=32)

i.6 (M=32)

0.6 (M=12)

0.6 (M=12)

0.6 (M=12)

Table 3.6: Storage comparison between the MSA, VA and the MA

faster decoding speed, of course. Compared to the MA ai same decoding

speed, the MSA requires much larger storage, but its Pr(e) is significantly

better than the MA, as pointed out earlier. Note that storage of MSA can be

substantially reduced if the decoder is confined to be used at liigher .9NR.

A buffer is also required for an SA since the data sequence is sent in

frames. The buffer's size depends on Cu^ and data rate. Suppose for each

computation there ale LL bits data coming in, then a buffer with size þC¿;^

bits is needed. According to [70], buffer size normally is a small fraction of

the stack size.
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ühapËer 4

Sequesatåal Sequence
Ðstismatíon for h¡lultiple
Channel Systerat wïth fSf and
gcr

In a multiple channei digital transmission system, such as a system with

multiwire cable, each channel is used to transmit a data sequence. Besides

the intersymbol interference, interchannel interference (ICI) can be a major

problem. It has been pointed out by Shnidmanf6] that ISI and ICI are essen-

tially identical phenomena. The combined effect of these disturbances can

be called multidimensional interference (MDI). Kaye and George worked out

an optimal receiver for multiple channel system under the minimum mean-

square error criterion[84]. Etten developed an optimum receiver for this

system, satisfying both zero-forcing and minimum error probability criterion

[85]. Both optimal receivers have the same structure: a multiple matched
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filter (MMF) followed by a multiple tapped delay line (MTDL). Later Et-

ten [31] extended Forney's MLSE for a single channel to muitiple channel

systems. The receiver is a multiple whitened matched filter, which has the

same structure as above, except that the whitening filter is a feedback filter.

(The whitening fiiterwas erroneously thought to be also an MTDL in lSt].)

A vector Viterbi algorithm estimator follows to perform MLSE. Based on

Etten's receiver model the SA is extended to multiple channel systems in

this chapter. The approach used in this chapter is parallel to that used in

chapters 2 and 3 for single ISI channels.

4.X- Channel Model a¡rd Multíple 'W-hitened

Matched Filter

FiS. 4.1 shows the model of an M-dimensional multiple channel system,

wlrere ni(t), i :7,2,...,M are independently identicaliy distributed (i.i.d.)

zero mean Gaussian noises with variance c2. To each input j a data se-

quence }r*ti)fçt - If) is applied, where *li) ur. elements of the alphabet

{0,1,..., ," - L}. Input symbols that are applied at the same instant l7 are

ordered systematically in the vector form

A
)(l:

(1)ui'
^(2)úI

i*,t.i

(4.1)
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nr(t )

ni(t )

hi¡(t )

Figure 4.1: Model of a PAM multipie channel system

The D-transform of the input vector sequence is

*(r) A Ð*,D'
¿

(4.2)

The multiple channel svstem with both ISI and ICI is defi,ned by the impulse

response matrix

u(t¡ t

år, (¿) lrrr(t) hr¡,r(t)
hrr.(t) hrr.(t) 

. 
trn.(t)

h¡,tt(t) Irur(t) hmm(t)

(4.3)

All the hr¡(t) are assumed square-integrable and of finite length for the time

being. The infinite length case is discussed later.

Using an approach parallel with that of Forney[30], Etten developed a

multiple whitened matched filier (MWMF)[3l], the result is summarized as

foliows.
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Let the ch'ip D-transform of H(t) be H(D,t), which is a matrir with

components consist'ing of the ch'ip D-transforms of the components of H(t).

Lel the autocorcelat'ion matri,r R(D) be factori,zed as

R(D): F(D-I)F'(D). (4-4)

A mult'iple whitened møtched fi,lter (MWMF) ui.th chi,p D-transform

W (D,t) : F-' (D-t )H' (D-1,t)

in cascade uith the channel (Fi.g.l 2) giues out a uector sequence

(4 5)

z(D) : F'(D)x(D) +n1l¡

: y(r) + n(D) (4.6)

in whi,ch tt(r) is a white (in both the di,screte time and space dimens'ions)

Gauss'ian noise uector sequence and z(D) is a set of sufficient støtisti,cs for

the est'imati,on of the uector i.nput sequence x(r).
Tire autocorrela,tion matrix is defined as

R(D) ê Ð RtD¿.
I

Coefficient ß¿ is an Il,[ x M matríx

(4 7)

(4 8)Rr2

tuI(rr) Rn(tr) tuM(rr)
R^(rr) R2r(tr) : RzM.(rr)

n*r(tn Rmr(tr) . RMM(IT)
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and R*¡(IT) is determined by the channel,

^MræR-¡(Ir¡^- Ð I I¿;,(r-IT)h;¡(r)dr.
, -J_æ2=t

(4 e)

There are no problems with implementation of the whitened matched

filter since the factorization can be such that both r'-l(D-1) and F@-t)

are stable and nonanticipatory[86,87]. Therefore the MWMF can be im-

plemented as a cascade of an MMF characterized by Ht(D-|,ú) and an M-

dimensional linear fiiter characterized by F-t(D-1). Each element of matrix

F-L(D-t ) is a one-dimensional filter, which can be implemented as a feed-

back filter as discussed in Section 2.I.

Now from equation (4.5), the entire system of Fig.a.2(a) can be modelled

as a multipie finite state machine as in Fig.4.2(b). When F(D) is finite, say,

of degree z, which is the length of ISI of the channel, the signal vector y¿ is

determined by the finite input vector sequence {*0,*o-r,...,x¡-,} , i.e.,

Yx : Y(x¡rx/.-r¡ . . . r xË-y). (4. i0)

The statistical properties of each component of vector yÀ are similar to those

of the signal of a single channel whitened matched filter. Since there are

atota.l Q:rnML, L: ulI combinationsof componentsof x¡-¿, i-

0,1,. . .,u, the number of distinct values of each component of vector y¡ is

at most Q : mML. When each component of the input vector x¡ is equally

likely, and all the possible signal values are distinct, then each component of

the signal vector y6 is also equally likely, with probabillty IlQ.
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h11(t )=h2r11 ; h12(t )=þ2t ¡¡ ¡

2T2T

Figure 4.3: An example of multiple channel impulse responses

An example taken from [31], of a multiple channel system with M : 2 is

shown in Fig.4.3. The Ã(D) rratrix polynomial (or polynomiai matrix) is

R(D) = R-tD-t i Ro* RtD.

Letting T:1 one obtains

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

s lsz t2h: r*lt, BT

.)¡

t2
L2
onda

1[
I- nL

and

Rt: R-t

The factorization of Ã(D) is

The signal the

D)
D)

F'(D) : L
T2

vector at the output of:

f s(l)(r) I _ t iQ+
LYQ)(D) l- L #Q+

6

1
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I i ctrrll¡ I
I Ictzrla¡ I

D

Lltt

r)

)

tfil
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y(2)@ )

Figure 4.4: Finite state machine model of ihe example
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or in the time domain.

aLÐ : *Í!) + 
t .f), * ä,f, * i*L!,

,lÐ : *f) + T-l:),* å,f ' * i.P, (4 16)

The finiie state machine model which reflects the abo'i'e relation is shown in

Fig. 4.4.

The number of states is rnML where z¿ is the input alphabet síze, M is

the number of channeis and tr is the length of the ISI in transmission periods

covered by the longest hr¡(t). The number of states gro\¡/s exponentiail¡'with

the prpduct ML. This situation is much worse than the single channel case,

where the number of the states is rnL. For instance, with nt : 2, L : B,

the number of states is 28 : 256 for single channel, which can be handled

by Viterbi aigorithm without difficulty. But if the system is a two channel

system with same length of ISI, then the number of states is 2i6 : 65536.

Tlre exponential dependence of the number of states on AI, the number of

channels, makes the sequential algorithm even more attractive as compared

to single channel case. In the next section a vector version of the sequential

algorithm (VSA) is developed.

4"2 Vector Sequentíatr Algorithnr

The input-output relationship of the multiple dimensional finite state ma-

chine can be represented by a tree diagram. The tree for Fig. 4.4 is shown
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in Fig. 4.5. At each node there are rnM : 4 branches, representing the 4

different possible input vectors x¿. Corresponding to these 4 x¿'s. there are

4 diferent output y¿'s. The sequential algorithm searches through the tree

by computing 4 branch metrics at the node and chooses the branch with the

largest metric. Any version of the sequentiai aigorithm for decoding. such as

stack algorithm, multiple stack algorithm and Fano algorithm, can be applied

to tire tree, provided a metric is available.

This metric is found by following a procedure similar to that in Section

2.2. If n¿ is the length of the lth path X¿ in t,he tree, Z is the sufficient statistic

vector sequence, then the path metric is

L(x,,z) -- i, L(y¿,2¿)
;-1

where

L(y;,2;) - log P"(z;- -Y¿) + ! log P,
Pz\z¿¡ U

is the branch metric and

(4 17)

(4.18)

P"þ¿) : Ð po(r, - y ¡)Pr(y ¡) (4 1e)
yj

is the unconditional probability density induced on the sufficient statistic z

and P¿ is the probability of sending message vector sequence X¿. Since n(D)

is a white Gaussian noise sequence,

M't
pn(z¿-yj): f{ f exp

k=t \/ lTfO
-g
2r'{

t -&)I L: I
I

(À)lz
J/
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Figure 4.5: Tree diagram fo¡ the modei in Fig. 4.4
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For an equiprobable m-ary input sequence P¿ : |fmMn, and Pr(y¿) =
\l**". The branch metric becomes

where

L(y;,2;) - tog P"(z¿r- !) - M rosm,
Pzlz;¡

. *ML
LPz(z;):fuÐn"p,-v,).

j=1

(4.21)

(4.22)

The density n"@¿) can be calculated directly ftom (4.22) for small rnML. rf

*ItrL i" unacceptably large for direct caiculation, it is preferable to consider

pz(z¿) as the convolution of the noise pdf pr,(.) and signal pdf qr(.) (if it

exists). The numerical estimation methods for one-dimensional signal pdf in

[61,62,63] may be adapted to estimate this multiple-dimensionar pdf qy(.)

Nevertheless pr(z¿) has to be calculated or estimated beforehand and

stored. For real time decoding pr(z¿) is found by table look-up method. The

stored pz(z;) can only be disc¡ete, therefore prþ;) obtained from table iook-

up is an approximation. Any interpolation method is too time consuming

for the multiple vector space of z;. The simplest method to approximate

pz(z;) is to choose the closest point in the space by a minimum Euclidean

distance c¡iterion. To make this approximation accurate, the points chosen

to be stored should be sufficiently densely distributed.

4"& Extension to Systenes with lnfiníte I/{Ðl

If the multiple channel system has a H(t) : {ht¡(t)} which is infinite in

length, then sequential sequence estimation is still possible, as long as R(D)
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can be factorized. A theorem similar to Theorem 2.1 is given below:

Theorem 4.1 IÍ the Laplace transform H(s) of H(t) às rati,onal and

stable, then R(D) i,s røt'ional and can always be factori,zed.

The detailed proof is in Appendix B. The outline of the reasoning is

simple: ä(s) is rational --+ h;¡(t) is exponential -+ R^¡(lf) is a sum of

M exponential functions (eqn.(4.9)) * R(D) is rational (see Appendix B).

Factorizing rational R(D) is a well solved problem [86,87]. Thus a stable,

realizable multiple whitening filter F-l(D-i) is obtainable. As in the case

of single IIR channel, however, the multiple matched filter needs an infinite

delay to be causal. In practice it is implemented approximately by using a

finite delay.

The overall system of channel-receiver thus is characterized by F'(D)

which can be visualized as a multiple dimensional filter with feedback.

The metric for the vector sequential algorithm is the same as for finite

MDI case as shown in (a.18) or (4.27) except that the calculation of prþ;)

involves an infinite number of terms and needs to be approximated by trun-

cation or estimation (see Section 2.5.2).

A two dimensional one-pole channel is presented below to illustrate the

application of the vector SA. The impulse response of the channel is

H(t):l;xiÉ, "J;¡!i) ], (4.23)
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whe¡e 0 < B ( 1 is a constant. Correspondingly

R(D):

where A: e-2 and

give

It+a' zB I
l, rg r+82), (4.24)

factored to

(1

rG

- AD)(t - AD-1)

- A'): 1 is set. By inspection fi(D) is

F(D):Ì^lL ?]
The signal vecto¡ at the output of the MWMF is

I E(l)(r) I
I aØ@) ):

or in the time domain,

# 1l æG)(D)

# I | æ(Ð(D)

(4.25)

1

I_AD
B

1_AD
(4.26)

(4.27)

EL,)

aL')

*l])+Bæf)+AyL!,

*Íl)+B*IJ)+AyL!,.

Note these are tecutsive equations which can be modeled as a two dimensional

feedback filter as shown in Fig.4.6. The vecto¡ SA is thus applied to this

model, using ihe metric ín $.2r). Each time the branch metric is computed

the above equations are used to find y¡ from the current x¡ and the previous

output y¿-1.

4"4 PerforÍïIance of, the Atrgorithr¡a

It is difficult to obtain an analytical error probability expression for the vector

sequential algorithm. However, recalling the fact that sequential decoding is
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vlt)

yf)

Figure 4.6: Feedback filter model of the 2-dimensional one-pole channei

asymptotically maximum likelihood decoding' one would conjecture that the

error performance of the VSA has the same behavior. Therefo¡e the e¡ro¡

probability expression for ML estimation developed by Etten 131] can be used

for the VSA.

Fi¡st define the Euclidean norm of any matrix ,4. as

ll,4ll, : (maæirnum eigenaalue of AH A\i ,

where ,4.ä denotes the llermitian transpose of A.

Let x(D) and *(D) denote the t¡ansmitted vector sequence and

mate, then

e(D) ê *(D) -x(D)

(4.28)

the esti-

L20

(4.2e)



defines the error vector sequence. Assuming stationarity the starting point

of an error event t can be associated with ú : 0:

e(D) :eo+elr+...+QnDn (4 30)

with lle¿ll, > do, where d¡ denotes the minimum nonzero vaJ.ue of the Eu-

clidean norm of the vector e¿. This value equals the minimum distance

between any two components of a transmitted vector:

do : tni{r ¡æt;) - *rillZTJ

The distance associated with the error event is defined as

d.26¡ è llÃo'll, I t et¿R¿_¡e¡. (4.32)

(4.31)

(4.33)

l-0 À--0

At moderate or large signal to noise ratios the error probablity is dominated

by the error events with minimum distance d,*¿n. Let Eo*rn denote tlie set of

error events for which d(t) : d^¿n. Lel Wr(t) denote the number of symbol

errors associated witir error event á. Then the symbol error probability can

be estimated by

Pr(e) = o (-P=) I wn(t)fr fr 
*,-)"["'

\2øllÄ;1113 / eeøo*,,, iJtÃ rn

In [31] Etten argued t]rat under the constraint

llÆo'll, Ð'lln,ll,<1
J=-æ

where !'denotes the summation without llÃsllz, then d^¿n) d6, and d6 is

said to be the distance related to single er¡o¡ events. A single error event

(4.34)
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is an error sequence that consists of one error vector, i.e., e(r) : e6, and

only one component of this vector differs from zero. Thus d-¿," in (4.83) was

replaced by do since the single error event has the minimum distance and

would dominate the error probability.

However, single error events do not necessarily lead to d,*¿n. Furthermore,

if they do, d,n ¿n I ds in generai, instead

: llÃ;t llze'oRoeo.

Therefore replacing d,^;n wilh de in (4.33) -oy cause a very large increase

in tlre prediction of Pr(e). Usually d*¿n has to be found by an exhaustive

search, which can be done by computer.

As in the single channel case the error prediction equation (4.33) is also

applicable to multiple channels with infinite MDL

For tlre channel given in Fig.4.3 and the (0,1) aJphabet, ds : I, d^¿n ís

found to be 1.216) coïresponding to a single error event. llÃ;tll2 : 1.151. In

this case, the symbol error probability is

(4.35)

(4.36)

where

Pr(e\ È 20 flJ33'"\ 2;)
: 2QG.taB/s¡rß).

S^/Re d'o : 1

4o2 4o2
(4.37)

would be the signal to noise ratio if there u/ere no ISI and ICI, i.e., the signal

to noise ratio of an isolated single pulse.
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In Fig.4.7 the upper estimate of (4.36), the simulation results of the vec-

tor VA from Etten and simulation results for the vector MSA a¡e shown. It

can be seen that the Pr(e) of the MSA and VA are almost the same, and

the simulation results are larger than the prediction. This is not surprising

since (4.36) was obtained by ignoriirg all Q(.) terms with nonminimum dis-

tances, though some are quite close to d.rn¿n. For this example, the first 5

nonminimum distances are 1.33, 1.41, 1.55, 1.60 and 1.64.

For the one-pole multiple channel, if B : 0.2 then d^in : 7.275,, corre-

sponding to single error events and adjacent distances are L.4L4,L 803,1.904,

2.000,2.208. The Pr(e) prediction is

Pr(e)=2QQ.02}JSwn¡ (4.38)

and due to the fact that adjacent distances are quite close to d,*¿n, this

prediction is smaller than the actual Pr(e).

The prediction and simulation results are shown in Fig.4.8. As expected,

the simulation error is iarger than predicted. This does not however, imply

that the vector SA suffers large degradation in comparison to the vector VA.

One can not even apply the VA here due to the infinite MDI. Even simulation

can not be done for a truncated /1(ú) with adequate iength (e.g.,L:10 like

for single one-pole channel) for the state number is too large to be simulated.

(For L:10 M:2, rn:2, the number of states is 218 :262,144.)

Since the vector sequential algorithm operates in the same rÃ¡ay as an

ordinary sequential algorithm except that the branch metric is computed
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SNR Vector MSA Vector VA (L=10)

3.6 dB

5.6 dB

7.6 dB

9.6 dB

11.6 dB

t7.57

13.72

4.94

t.r7

1.02

262,1,44

262,744

262,144

262,1,44

262,144

Table 4.1: Comparison of computations for decoding each 2-D vector (2-

dimensional one-pole channel)

from signal vectors, the ensemble argument[3a] is still valid for the vector SA

provided ali the signals are written in vector form. Thus the computational

distribution is stili Pareto fo¡ the vector SA.

Figs.4.9 and 4.10 show the simulated computational distribution of the

MSA for the 2-dimensional one-pole channel. When the .9/úA is high (Fig.a.9),

P(C >- l/) is basically Pareto since higher order stacks are seldom used.

When the ^9//-R is low (Fig.a.l0), P(Õ >- l/) becomes more exponential

than Pareto since higher order stacks are actua.lly used frequently[58].

Table 4.1 gives the average number of computations per node for the

2-dimensional one-pole channel. Again, as in the case of l-dimensiona.l one-

pole channel, when S N R > 10 dB the average number of computations per

node is almost 1. This means there were a^lmost no back searches at all when

decoding, whereas VA needs 2r8 - 262,744 computations per node to get the
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same error performance (L:10).

No erasures have been observed in the simulation for S N R as low as 4

dB.
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Chapten õ

Comalusiosss arad S*ggeståoms
fon F'uarther SËudy

5 "3- Conclusíons

In this thesis the application of sequential sequeil.ce estimation to channels

with finite or infinite ISI has been investigated. For a PAM channel with

either finite or infrnite ISI, the output sequence of a whitened matched fiiter

is a set of sufficient statistics for estimation of the input sequence. A near

optimum receiver is formed by appiying the SA to the output. A multidi-

mensional version of this receiver structure is applicable to rnultiple channel

PAM systems with both ISI and ICI. The metric suitable to the sequential

algorithm for the ISI channel is derived, it turns out to be a special form

of the Fano metric. Calculation of the metric involves the evaluation of the

unconditional probability density n,(z¡), which can be evaiuated by direct

calcuiation for a short memory channel or by estimation for a long or in-

finite memory cirannel. To apply the SA to ISI channels, factorization of
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the spectrum function A(D) is necessary. This is aiways possible for any

FIR channel and those IIR channels which have a rational, causal and stable

transfer function H(").

The error performance and the computational complexity of the sequen-

tial algorithm for ISI channels have been analyzed. Sequential sequence es-

timation is essentiaily maximum likelihood. Therefore its error performance

prediction is the same as that of MLSE-VA. The finite state machine model

can be considered as a special convolutional encoder. Therefore the ensemble

average computational distribution of the SA is Pareto. Since the code rate

of an uncoded input sequence is fixed, tÌre computational cutoff rate ,R"o-o is

translated into 51/Æ.o,np. It is difrcult to find SNR.-,,e. Instead an upper

bound SNR'.o*p is found by using an uniform input distribution. SNR!"*o

serves as a rough indication above which the SA's computational complexity

is bounded.

To verify the analytical results simulations were conducfed extensively.

The simulation results are also compared with the VA and the MA. The

comparisons confirm SA's near optimum error performance and considerable

computational saving.

However the SA's speed advantage is achieved at the expense of a large

stack andfot buffer storage (the Fano algorithm does not need a stack but it

is slower). This is tolerable since LSI and VLSI storage devices are available.

Another disadvantage of the SA is the erasure of received frames. This can
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be essentially overcome by the MSA with enough stack and bufer storage.

Finally, tlie disadvantage that the SA's signal flow graph is not regular makes

hardware implementation, particularly in VLSI, more difficult as opposed to

the Viterbi algorithm where several architectures have been described [88].

Recently horvever a VLSI architecture has been desc¡ibed for the sequential

algorithm [89].

5"2 Suggestions for F'urtk¡er Study

In this study the SA is primarily compared with the VA to show its near

optimum error performance and considerable computational saving. Com-

parisons between the SA and many reduced state Viterbi algorithms wouid be

of interest. Especially the M-algorithm has been shown to be near optimum

with only small number of paths needing to be kept [51], while the simula-

tion results in this study have not shown this. Therefore further comparisons

with M-algorithm are of interest.

Another interesting problem is the numerical search fo¡ the S N R.o*o, ot

equivalently the maximizing input distribution. It is worth trying to adapt

Arimoto's search method [83] to the AWGN channel. If it works, the com-

parison between the ,S/V Ã. mp arLd the .SNÃlo-o would be interesting.

Since the designer seldom knows the channel impulse response exactly or

channel characteristic may change over time, an adaptive scheme for adjust-

ing the parameters of the whitened matched filter and the sequential algo-
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rithm is preferable. Theoretically both the u'hitened matched frlter and the

sequential decoder must adapt to the channel response. Magee and Proakis

proposed an adaptive scheme for the MLSE-VA [32], wtrere only the VA

decode¡ adapts to the channel response and the r'*'hitened matched filter is

fixed. Their simulation resuits showed that no significant loss in performance

is caused by fixing the whitened matched filter. Further study may inves-

tigate if the adaptive scheme is suitable for the sequential algorithm. The

possibility and effect of adapting both the whitened matched filter and the

sequential algorithm are also worthwhile studying.

Still another interesting problem may be how to design convolutional

codes for an ISI channel in order to have a minimum error probabitity when

decoded by a sequential decoder. Calderbank el ø/. designed convolutional

codes for a partial response channel with transfer functio" (1 - DN)12 lg0].

They designed codes that exploit intersymbol interference thus increasing

the minimum squared Euclidean distance between outputs corresponding to

distinct inputs. Though decoding is accomplished by MLSE-VA in [g0], the

same improvement in error performance would be acirieved if the sequential

decoding were used since sequential decoding is essentially maximum likeü-

hood. Furthermore a larger Euclidean distance also reduces the S N R'"o^p.

Therefore designing codes to exploit ISI for a sequential algorithm is the

same as designing codes for the MLSE-VA, i.e., exploiting the channel ISI to

maximize the minimum Euciidean distance. Further study on this topic may
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investigate channels with more complicated transfer function.

Hardware implementation, particularly VLSI irnplementation of the se-

quential sequence estimation for ISI channels is an important step toward its

practical use. Therefore this is also a research topic of great significance.
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Appendix A

Elmiforrm ÐisËråbu.tåom ås xeoÉ

Ë he hÆax wrrtrøit"g K) isÉ ríbut åoru

for Eoþ, q) of, a. A-ary (A>2)
,&\MGN aÏ¡.am.nel

Let g e } be the discrete Q-.ty input of an AWGN channel. Let z e Z be the

continuous output of the AWGN channel. Without loss of generality assume

the Gaussian noise is of y'/(0, 1) distribution. It is shown in the following that

condition (3.21) is not satisfied by a uniform distribution of y unless Q :2
(binary input).

One needs to examine the inequality

Ðpþlù't1+o)oç',q)o à Ðo(r,q)'*o 
(A 1)

fo¡ all y e !, where

o(', q) : Ð q(s)pQ I s)r tQ+c)
I
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Suppose that q(y): IlQ, then from (4.2)

tn:l*#"*o{-ffi}
Ð"*o { tr#})'* (44)

and the right side of (4.1) is

Risht s,id,e:åf [* 
^.t = "*o{-Q 

-uu)" I lr-.*o{ -Q^,:ùi\1' oo---r'- --'- Q?J-* eoJz" 2(1+ p) I L?-^uÌ-ãf+ ù fJ
(A.5)

Each term of the summation in above equation is equal to the left side /¡,

therefore
'l

Rislltside:if¡o" 0?vE

(A 3)

Substitute o(",q) in (4.1) with (A 3) and denote the left side of (4.1) as /¡,

then

(A 6)

For a binary input it is easy to verify thai the two terms in the above

expression are the same, thus (A..1) is satisfied and the uniform distribution

is the maximizing distribution.

However for a Q-ary (Q>2) input not all the 1¡ are the same. Their

average (right side )must be larger than those smaller terms, i.e., (4.1) is

not always satisfied for every Un € J. The¡efore the uniform distribution is

not the maximizing distribution.

o(", q) : 
ä \ (#-)* "*o { tr#}
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Appemdix ffi

Fnoof of T'heoreffi? 2,L amd
Theoreårß 4"L

The first part of this appendix is for the case of a single channel (Theorem

2.1). Then it is extended to the case of a multidimensional channel (Theorem

4.1).

El.1- Froof of T'heorern 2"3-

Suppose f/(s) is the Laplace t¡ansform of the channel impulse response. It

is rational and stabie. It has m zeros and n poles (complex or real). Then

ali the poles are on the left-side s-plane. It can be written as

H(s\: b*IlLtþ - zt)-
, anfl]^=t(" - pu) (B 1)

where rn <n. Since it is stable,R"{pu} < 0, for all k.

(1) First suppose a.ll n poles are distinct, by partial f¡action expansion,

ã(s) : i=+ (8.2)
l^s-P*
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where

Its Laplace inverse is

ll(t):icneor'u(t),, (B.B)
k='1,

where z(ú) is the unit step function. The autocorrelation function is

R(,) â [* nçt¡nçt - r)dt
J-æ

: \!- \-' - 
cåci 

"n;i'l.L ¿-
i'=1, j-1 P; * P¡
n

: I A;so,l"l
;-1

.a å c;cjÁ.- _\'_aL1 
- 

/ .

f=t P; * Pi

Then

ARn = R&r)
n

: Ð Ar"o'lo'l (8.6)
i=],

u'here lt : 0, *1, +2, . . ., R¡ : R_-t". Thus the spectrum function is

R(D) ê Ð Rt"Dk
Ic=-æ: lry +iaon--l * lry + ia-r-lLo k=7 I t2 E; I

: s(D-r) + s(D), (B z)

where

g(D) :Ðl¿-",-, - +], þn'rDl < r (B 8)

(8 4)

(B 5)
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Obviously g(D) ís rational and can be expressed as

g(D):44
B(D),

which is a ratio of two finite polynomials. Hence

R(D): ffi.ffi

(B e)

A(D)B(D-' ) + B(D)A(D-I) (8.i0)B@)BQ-t¡

where ¡/(r) : A(D)B(D-') + B(D)A(D-, ) is a finite polynomial of D and

has the property that 1/(D) : N(D-I). Therefore it can be factorized and

put in the form A'(D)A'(D-t). It follows that

(8.11)

R(D): ffiffi: r@)r@-')

r¡there

f(D): {2 (8.12)
B(D)

Hence R(D) can be factorized.

(2) Second suppose there is one repeated pole u'ith a multipücity of K <

n. Denote it as p1. Then

,,,\ I b^llËr("-r,)
'Fl(s) :G=rffi (B'13)

By partial fraction

H(s) : 
=-==+, 

"rrr=, =+...+, "r*,*"f :t (8.14)(s-p1)¡r (s-p)x-t r"' r("_pr) ' ?or_Oo 
\-'--
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By Laplace inversion

h(t): 
fø=lt 

K-"!"ett * 
f--r.rt.-zeplt+... + ctKeP't.lr*"t"or')u(t)

(8.15)

The general form of a term in the autocorrelation function Ê(r) : h(t) Ø

ñ.(ú), where I denotes correlation, can be written as (constant factor omitted)

tu 
"e;t 

(t - r) eri?-,) u(t)u(t - r)dt

: /* Ë Cft"-k(-r)ke-ni'f e(n;+eùty([)u(t - r)dt (8.16)
J -* u=o

where max(z) - max(u ) - K - 1 and Cf denotes the number of combina-

tions. In the above expression a typical term is

"-ni" 1-r)k ll*t,u"ru(t)u(t - r)d,t (8.17)

where l:u*u-k, a:pi *p¡. When r ) 0, aboveintegralbecomes

"-ei" ç_r)k f ,* tr u"t dt

: _(-.r)k 
"{"_o),aL+t

l@Ò' - I(ar)t-L + I(t - L)(ar)I-z - . . . + (-1)¿/!] (8.18)

Note that the highest power of r is I+lt: u*a, and max(z+u) : 2(K -I).
The exponent is -pi + o : pá. Therefore Ã(z) is the linear combination of

terms of the form

Tke''', k : 0rl,2r... r2(K - L).
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There are terms with same rÀ but different p¿, and also there are terms with

same p¿ but different rk.

When r ( 0, Ã(z) has the same form except r should be replaced by -r
since Ã(r) : R(-") is always true for autocorrelation function. Thus the

B(r) may be r¡'ritten as

2(K -1) [ ¿* I
R(r): Ð I'l^lÐôffr)""p(pjÈ)l"l)1, (8.20)

À=0 L¿=1 I

where l¡ denotes the number of the terms with lrlÀ, pÍu) ir a pole aod ófÀ) it

a constant associated u'ith the term. Due to the symmeiry of Ã(z)

R(D) : Ë R;D'
i=-æ

: s(D-') + g@). (8.21)

where R¡: R(iT),Ão : ¡ji, ójo) and

g(D):**î*,r' (8.22)r\ ' 2 i=l

Let ali óÍo) U" reduced to half, and note that i ) 0 in g(D), then 9(D) can

be written as

oo (2(K-t) [¿o ll
s(D) : Ð{ Ð Ur)olI¿Í*) ""p@lk)rlllt'á=o [ /c=o [l=r J )

2(K_1) ¿È

: Ð ÐgÍ')(t) (8.28)
/c=0 l=1

where
æ

sL')Q) = t(ir)Èófe)""p(piË)¿r)ni (8.24)
i=0
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This D-transform is evaluated as

subscripts and superscripts. First

D-r Lo get the D-transform. The

follows. To simplify notations,

take the z-transform of it and

z-transform of function ePTi is

7

z-ePT

drop all the

replace z by

(8.25)

(8.27)

(8.28)

(8.2e)

"nTi
2

Using the formula

one obtains

or in D-transform

b(Ti¡kenr; z

b(Ti,\keer; $ bTkerrkl

brkeprtr,!6+F

ikæþ) 4 x(") (8.26)(-"*)-

p-n
(D-, - snr)k+t

Thus

gy)@) : brkePrkl , .D =..(1 - Deor¡n+t

It is rational. Consequently Ã(D) is rational and has the form of Ã(D) :

g(D-t) + g(D), which has been proved factorable as A(D) = f @)f @-1).

From above argument it is obvious that the number of repeated poles need

not be one. Any number of repeated poles is allowed.

B,? Froof of Theorern 4"L

Assume the transfer function of the multidimensional channei is
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/r(") A

å.tt(r) h'r(") htm(")
lrrr(t) hrr(") hru(")

(8.30)

lrmt(") lrmr(t) lrwuG)

where hr¡(") is rational and stable. It has n¿¡ complex poles (complex or real,

single or repeated), all of them are on the left-side s-piane.

The correlation matrix is deflned as

R(") ê H'U)ØH(I)

: l* u'1t¡u(t - r)dt (8.81)

It is easy to verify that A(r) : R'(-r). The element of .R(z) is defined as

a-¡?) 2 inf)Ø (8.82)
i=7

where

al)@ 2 [* n,-þ - r)h¿¡(t)dt. (8.33)
.,/ -æ

AI;)t"l is the cross-coïrelation of two one-d.imensional impulse responses.

Eaclr of them consists of functions of the form t'ePt. According to the argu-

ment in the proof of Theorem 2.1, Rn)@) is rational. Consequently R(D)

is also rational.

In summary R(D) is rational and satisfies relation R(D) : Rt(D-t ). The

factorization of this kind of spectral matrix is a well solved problem[86,87].
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Åppexadåx ü

SequeruËåaÏ Sequerice
ÐsÉånmatiom for fSä Chasnnel
wåth Coded ãerput Seqa-reffice

In previous chapters only uncoded digital sequences were considered. How-

ever, coding is usually incorporated into the communication system. Here

the ISi channel with a convolutional coded input sequence is considered.

It has been shown that SA is applicable to both decoding convolutional

codes and demoduiating ISI channels. This commonality in method is due to

their commonality in structure. In the case of finite ISI, both convolutional

encoder and ISI channel together with whitened matched filter can be mod-

elled as a finite state machine. The cascade of these two finite state machines

is still a finite state machine with longer memory. In the case of infinite ISI,

the ISI channel-WMF combination is modelled as a feedback digital fiiter

(Fig.2.12), the cascade of a convolutional encoder with it is still a feedback

digital fiiter with a longer feedforward part. These facts suggest that the SA
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should be applicable to convolutional coded transmission over ISI channels

(either finite or infinite). This is shown here.

C,1 Chan.nel Model and H,eceiven

Fig.C.1 shows the cascade of a convolutional encoder and an ISI channel

with whitened matched filter. The code is an (n,b,K) code. For ever¡, b

input symbols of u, there are n output symbols of x, n output symbols of y

and n received signals of z accordingly. Parameter K is the memory length of

the encoder. These correspondences between groups of symbols are expressed

in vector forms in Fig.C.l, u'here u¡ is a ó x 1 vector, xÀ, y¡, n¡ and z¡ are

n x 7 vectors:

a t (t\ (2) (ó)rr
UÀ : \uì"' rui' r... ruì"' )'

*¡ ê @l),*ll),...,*f))'

y¡ ê fuL'),sL'),. . .,alu))'

'r ê @Íl),nÍ!),...,nf))'

,n ! eL'), "l'),. . ., 
"y))'

where / denotes the transpose of a vector.

Note that components of above vectors except u¡ actually appear se-

quentially in the svstem. They are organized in vector form for the sake of

clearness.

(c 1)

(c 2)

(c 3)

(c 4)

(c.5)
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Convolutional
encoder

G(D)

n(D)

z(D)

Figure C.1: Cascade of a convolutional encoder and an ISI channel with
whitened matched filter

Figure C.2: Finite state machine model of Fig.C.1

rl¡

vQ),
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To determine the relation between x(D) and 
"(D), define

u{ùçn¡ 2 Ð"?nu, i : r,2,...,b
k

*{Ð1n7 ! Ðrl? nu, ,i : r,2,...,b
lr

"(r) 
a @(1)(D),uØ(D),. .. ,u(b)(D))' (c 8)

*(r) A 
þ(1)(D),æ(2)(D),. .. ,r(ù(D)), (C 9)

Then

x(D) = G'(D)u(D) (C.10)

where G(D) is the transfer function ma,trix of the encoder, deflned as

G@) ^:

in which gÍi)Q) is the generator polynomial relating input uU) to output

æ(i), gÍi)(D) has degree K.

After multiplexing, the code word becomes

æ(D): æ(1)(D")+ DÁz)(D') +. ..+ D@-t)*(^)(D^) (C.12)

Thus from equations (C.10) and (C.12) the explicit relation between æ(D)

and z(D) is 
b

*(D) --Ðuu)(D-)s'p¡ (c.13)
:-1

(c 6)

(c 7)

(c.11)
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where

o;Q¡: nF)çD-¡ + osl')çn') + . .. + DØ-1tn?)1n^) (c.14)

Further denoting e(D) : (gr(D),sz(D),...,su(D¡\,, (C.13) can be writren

as

æ(D) : s'(D)u(D") (C.15)

Therefore the output sequence y(D) can be related directly to input vector

sequence u(D) as

y(D) : Í(D)æ(D) : Í(D)e' (D)u(D")

or by taking the transpose it becomes

(c. i6)

y(D): u'(D")s(D)f @) (c.17)

The relation or E(D) and u(D') can be shown in Fig.C.2. In terms of

input vectors u¿ , this system has a memory length or K -f l"l"l, where

[zz] denotes the smallest integer not less lhan ufn. When z is infinite total

memory length is infinite too.

C"2 Sequential Ðstirnatïon

The relation of Fig.C.2 can be represented by a tree as shown in Fig.C.B for

a (3,2,1) encoder and a channel with v : 2 ISI terms and a binary input.

There are 4 branches at each node, corresponding to 4 possible input vectors,
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Y (uzr,u tt,0)

"-'=[3 ]

"r= [? ]

y (u11,0,0)

y (u12,0,0)

Y (u22,u 11,0)

y (uæ,u11,0)

y (u24,u 11,0)

Y (uzr,u t2,0)

y (u22,u i2,0)

Y (uæ,u12,0)

y (u2a,u12,0)

Y (uzr,u t3,0)

Y (u22,u13,0)
y (u13,0,0)

Y (uæ,u rg,0)

Y (u2a,u 13,0)

Y (uzr,u i¿,0)

*.{ il
Y (u22,u 1a,0)

Y (u1a,0,0)

Y (uæ,u1¿,0)

y (u24,u i4,0)

Figure C.3: Tree diagram for a (3,2,1) encoder and a channel with u: 2 ISI
terms and a binary input

'*{ ål
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lrence 4 possible output vectors of y. For the lth path of n¿ branches long,

the output sequence of y has n¿z symbois, therefore the path metric is

L(x,,q:Ël^"#-#"*o] (c18)

where

Pt: Pr(Xt): Pr(Ut) (C.19)

For an equiprobable m-ary input sequence U¿

Pr(U,\ - 
1

\ '/ 7¡'¿n¡n&
(c.20)

u'here R is the code rate, R:b/n. Hence the path metric becomes

L(u,,4:î,lt.r'-?'-:l- Atog-l . (c.21)' 7-tL" P,lz¿1 " 
J

Note that scalar sequence

u¿: {uf,'),rL'),...,uf),u\1),u\z),...,ulu),...,u"},),u!,r,),...,u*,)} (C.zz)

splits into vectors of b symbols: ü;, and sequence Yj and z also split into

vectors of n symbois: y¿ and z;, the metric can be written as

L(U¿,Z): Ð L(u;,2¿) (C.29)
i=1

where

^| ^t-U) ^.U)r I
L{u¿,2¿): 

rÐ L^r' ffi--t - Elos?¿.J G.24)

This metric serves as a branch metric in the SA for the tree of Fig.C.3.

The SA computes the branch metric at a node for each rt;, i : I,2,.. .,ffib,
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and chooses the largest. To compute L(u¿,2¿), one computes x; from (u;, u¿_1,

u¿-r) and then computes y¿ from (*r,*r-r, ...,x;-Gt+l,l*D).As a result y;

can be written as

V; : Y(u¿,u¿-r, ,u;-!a¡¡rlnl). (c.25)

The computation of p,Q[i\ is similar to that described in Chapter 2.

Equation (C.25) shows that vector /; is a function of K+ lu ln)+1 consecutive

input vectors, therefore each component EÍi) i" also a function of the same

input vector sequence. Noting that each input vector has b componentr,gji)

is tlren a function of. L' : b(K + luln) + 1) input symbols. If the input

symbols are equiprobable m-ary symbols, then

and

GÍJ) - a:j\,
zc'

(c.26)

. (c.27)I
I

The calculation of (C.27), as discussed in Cirapter 2, can be done either by

direct calculation for small -L' or by approximation for Long L' even infinite

L'.
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